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1. General Principles
On starting HAMLET II 3.0 for Windows, the following main control and editor window is opened,
from which all other procedures are called. Besides accessing the online help file, the Help menu
also shows details of how to register your copy of HAMLET II 3.0.

The main editor includes facilities for assembling and concatenating textual material for analysis by
the various procedures which the package offers, including importing matrices of data from external
sources for use with the statistical and graphic facilities.

The main analytical procedure, HAMLET Joint Frequencies, is intended to be used wherever there
are good grounds for searching for inter-connections between a number of key words or, more
generally, character strings, known to occur in the text. It produces matrices of joint frequencies of
the items of a specified vocabulary list with respect to a suitably chosen unit of context. The
vocabulary list applied can consist simply of individual words, but as each main entry can be
associated with a larger number of ‘synonyms’ or related items, the list can be developed into a
relatively complex, ‘dictionary’-like structured list of categories, where the main items can become
category names, of theoretical significance for the investigation but not necessarily occurring directly
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in the text.
After calculating a matrix of joint frequencies of all pairs of main entries in the vocabulary list,
HAMLET II offers as options a simple cluster analysis procedure and a correspondence analysis to
explore word and category associations. If this suggests the existence of a structure which may be of
interest, non-metric or metric multi-dimensional scaling can be applied to the matrix of joint word
frequencies derived from an individual text. Configurations of word usage or co-occurrence of
categories derived by applying the same vocabulary list to a number of different texts, which are
thought to be related, can then be compared using Individual Differences Scaling (INDSCAL),
Procrustean Individual Differences Scaling (PINDIS) or Correspondence Analysis. The additional
tools KWIC, WORDLIST, COMPARE and PROFILE may first be used to help to determine the broad
characteristics of word usage in the text(s) of interest; KWIC offers Key- Word-In-Context listings for
a given word or phrase.
It helps to have made an initial qualitative analysis of the domain to be covered, or to have an initial
hypothesis about the terms of the discourse to be studied. It is also as well to begin with a limited and
manageable set of main terms or categories to employ, and gradually refine or extend it in practice as
seems appropriate. If you are altogether uncertain which words to specify as a vocabulary list, you
can choose WORDLIST or the HAMLET II Vocabulary List Editor with its capacity to build a search
list incrementally, to list words occurring in a given text. The point must be to try to include non-trivial
terms which occur most frequently or which appear to be most distinctive for the content. COMPARE
lists words common to pairs of texts, and is also useful in generating lists including synonyms for use
in comparing a number of texts. PROFILE displays the distributions of word and sentence lengths.
The procedures mentioned so far are intended as simple free-standing tools for the exploration of
word usage which can be applied to any text file with a minimum of fuss and can help to generate
vocabulary lists to be applied in analyses of joint occurrences with HAMLET II Joint Frequencies. At
this stage, it is helpful also to think about the steps likely to be needed in regard to lemmatisation and
disambiguation, within the scope of the present software, for example by amending texts and using
‘wild card’ characters in the search or stop-lists to be employed.
There are two additional utilities in the latest version. The first compares the vocabulary usage of a
number of texts, displaying their similarities using multidimensional scaling and is described in
Section 2.5. This helps speed up the process of comparing larger numbers of texts without the need
to examine each one individually in detail, by revealing the extent to which each use the same basic
vocabulary.
A major new departure in HAMLET II 3.0 is the inclusion of a procedure for Latent Dirichlet
Allocation of words in a specified unit of context in a single text, or in a series of texts which it is
intended to compare, to an arbitrary number of ‘latent’ topics, according to the generative model
applied. This provides an alternative strategy for discovering word tokens which can usefully be
employed in the construction of search lists for use in Hamlet joint frequencies analyses and of
comparing relationships between texts, according to the profiles of word and topic frequencies
identified. For this procedure to work at all convincingly, it is essential to be able to employ a list of
tokens to be disregarded when reading the texts – a so-called ‘stoplist’ – or the topics allocated will
mainly reflect the most frequently occurring words, which are usually of no great interest in analysing
content and meaning of textual material. The same approach can be applied in restricting the output
of WORDLIST to include only non-trivial words, and the Vocabulary List Editor has a
complementary function in creating stoplists for a particular set of texts by reviewing the words
present in each of them successively, each time disregarding all of the words which have already
been rejected for inclusion in developing the vocabulary list or search dictionary. Hence, users of
HAMLET II are encouraged to consider LDA as a supplement to working with a dictionary which has
been defined from first principles. The two approaches are effectively convergent in their findings
when the LDA stoplist is constructed so as to admit only those tokens which are present in an
equivalent search dictionary of the kind described in Section 3.1. The LDA procedure offered in
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HAMLET II 3.0 is covered in detail in Section 8, and the accompanying procedure recommended for
visualisation of the resulting profiles of documents by words, Singular Value Decomposition
(MDPREF), in section 6.
The main HAMLET II interface (see p.4) provides a means of viewing, editing and annotating, the
various files, including graphics, used or saved in the course of working with HAMLET II for
Windows. It should therefore not be necessary to make use of an external editor for this purpose.
Texts to be considered should, for convenience, exist already in files stored in the MS Windows ANSI
character set. If any files were created under MS-DOS, the CONVERT utility can be used first to
convert them to the Microsoft Windows character set. See below for advice on files in Cyrillic or
Greek characters, which require special treatment to ensure they are converted to and from the
HAMLET II internal format. To avoid any possible mistaken readings, it is strongly advised that they
should be stored in plain text format, but the program may also be applied successfully to files in the
format of widely-used word-processing programs, which can also be used to convert files to plain text
format for analysis. The checking of a sample of text is nevertheless always advisable to be sure that
special characters and hidden commands used by word-processing packages do not lead to
unexpected results. This applies particularly to the generation of lists of word usage and profiles of
word and sentence lengths which can be strictly accurate only for plain text input.
Texts may be read in any of the languages recognised by the currently installed version of Microsoft
Windows. It is possible to amend the file INTERNAT.WIN to take account of any special characters
and lexical conventions applying to the language of the text to be considered should the default
version not provide appropriate listings. Details of how to do this can be found at the end of the
present document.

2. Basic utilities for looking at word usage
WORDLIST displays a sorted list of words found in a file of text. Any character-string containing
letters and numerals may be considered as a ‘word’ for this purpose. WORDLIST can also be used to
check how HAMLET II joint frequencies will read the contents of a file and help to avoid errors in
later analysis. Files created with WORDLIST can be compared with other lists in the same format
using the companion procedure COMPARE. PROFILE displays distributions of word and sentence
lengths in a given file.
2.1 Using WORDLIST
At File name : enter the name of the file to be read, or click on the Files menu and select Open
file to search for it. The Files menu also allows you to Reopen files used recently to save having to
look for them again. Alternatively, use the corresponding speed button or Alt-key combination. If the
text is in a language other than English, use the pull-down menu on the right of the control panel to
select the appropriate lexicographic conventions to be employed.
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●

To list only words considered likely to be significant for analysis of the content of the text, it is
possible optionally to specify a stoplist to be applied, which can be selected from a set of default
*.stp files for the various languages covered in HAMLET II or created to be appropriate to the
text to be considered. Click on the menu item Stoplist to open an available list or select a
template to use to create one. Clicking on this item again will open the currently assigned stoplist
for editing, which can include dragging and dropping words from lists of the contents of selected
test files, opened in an adjacent window when editing a particular stoplist. As when using the
Vocabulary List Editor, if editing an existing stop-list file, the contents of which are already
displayed, the words shown automatically exclude all entries already present in the editor. This is
particularly useful in developing stop-lists to take account of exploratory results saved in a log file
from LDA. A separate Stop-list editor is also available, of similar appearance to the Vocabulary
list editor, for the same purpose.
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To limit counting to words according to length, enter the minimum and maximum numbers of
letters in the boxes indicated.



To limit counting by initial letters, enter the relevant letters in the box provided, otherwise leave
the default entry "list all words occurring".



Toggle the appropriate button to list words in forward alphabetical order or descending order
of frequency.



Click on Create a Word List to start counting words.

The resulting list will be displayed in a temporary edit window when finished. The progress
indicator shows text reading in process. Click on the Cancel button to stop the counting process at
any time.
When the process has finished, the resulting list will be displayed in a temporary window, in which
it can be edited, for example, by deleting unwanted items. Clicking at the head of the columns
marked Entry and Frequency will sort the list alphabetically or in descending order of frequencies.
An amended list can be saved on closing this window.
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On closing the temporary window shown above, the resulting list will be displayed for final review
in an edit window. To save this listing in a file, click on the Files menu and select Save word list
or use the corresponding speed button. Note that it is possible here to save tabular output in .csv
format for use in Microsoft Excel or statistical analysis software packages like R©, SPSS© or
Stata©.
2.2 COMPARE is used to compare pairs of the sorted word lists produced by the companion program
WORDLIST. It simply lists the frequencies for any words which appear in both lists. The results can
then be saved to compare with other lists in the common format used by WORDLIST or COMPARE.

The main COMPARE window simply requires the names of two files containing lists of words
already generated. If a file of a given name cannot be found, an error message will be displayed.
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At Wordlist file name one: and Wordlist file name two: enter the names of the files to be
compared, or click on the Files menu and select Open file to search for them. Alternatively,
use the corresponding speed button or Alt-key combination. If the lists to be read are in a
language other than English, use the pull-down menu on the right of the control panel to
select the appropriate lexicographic conventions.



Clicking on the search buttons to the right of the file names displays the lists selected in
temporary windows, in which they can be edited, for example by removing unwanted rows.
Clicking at the head of the columns marked Entry and Frequency will re-sort the entries in
alphabetical order or according to frequency, as required. You can save the changes on
closing these temporary windows.



Click on either of the lists displayed and use CTL+F to find words which are present more
quickly.

 To produce a combined list, click on Create list of words common to both files. The results
will be displayed in an edit window when the process is complete. To stop the process at any
time, click on Cancel. Patience may be needed when comparing large lists, depending on the
computing resources you have available. If progress appears very slow, check for continuing
disk activity before concluding that there is an error.



Click on the Files menu and select Save word list to save the resulting list in a file.

2.3 KWIC (Key_Word_In_Context) can be used to produce traditional single line KWIC listings,
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with one or more keywords in the centre, or display the keyword(s) within a larger block of
text.

 At File name: enter the name of the file to read, or click on the Files menu and select Open file
to search for it. The Files menu also allows you to Reopen directly files used recently to save
having to look for them. Alternatively, use the corresponding speed button or Alt+key
combination. If the text to be read is in a language other than English, use the pull-down menu
on the right of the control panel to select the appropriate lexicographic conventions to apply.


At Search for : enter a word or phrase to search for - this may include the ‘wild card’ characters
‘@’ and ‘*’, causing individual letters corresponding to the position of the character ‘@’, and all
characters after, and including, the position of the character ‘*’, to be ignored in searching. This,
for example, provides a way to treat as equivalent words which differ only in their suffixes, e.g.
plural forms. Click on the adjacent search button to see a display of all of the words in the file
selected, with their frequencies. You can select and copy words from this window into the main
panel using the mouse. With the left mouse button : clicking on 'Words >' reverses the order of
the items listed, and clicking on 'Freq.' causes the columns to swap positions. Clicking anywhere
in the word list with the right mouse button switches the listing between alphabetical and
frequency order.
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 You can select and copy words from this list into the main panel. Checking the appropriate item
below will cause occurrences of the words entered to be listed as a phrase, or separately.



Enter the size of the context to display the keyword, if found, in lines of text: (1  n  15).



Click on Create Key_Word_In_Context List to start searching the text for the string to be
identified. The results will be displayed in a temporary edit window when completed. Click on
Abort to stop the process at any time.



Click on the Files menu and select Save KWIC list, or use the corresponding speed button, to
save the resulting list in a file.

2.4 Text Profile
displays a profile of the distributions of word and sentence lengths for a given text file. This shows
mean word and sentence lengths, with dispersion statistics and a histogram for each distribution. It
supplements the information available from WORDLIST for the entire text file, without the restrictions
which may be applied in that procedure.
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At File name: enter the name of the file to be read, or click on the Files menu and select Open
file to search for it, or use the corresponding speed button with the same effect. The Files menu
also allows you to Reopen directly files recently used to save having to look for them.



Use the pull-down menu at the top right of the display to select the correct character set to use if
the text contains words of a language other than English.



If necessary, amend the set of characters marking the end of sentences in this text.



Click on Create text profile to start the process. The progress indicator shows the text being
read.



Click on Cancel at any time to interrupt the process. The text profile is displayed as follows:



The graphic image may be saved by clicking on the Save button at the bottom of the display.
Click Close to return to the previous window.



On clicking Save results on the main menu, or on closing the procedure, you will be prompted to
save a file containing the equivalent results in text form.
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2.5 Comparing the vocabularies of a number of texts
As an aid to identifying similarities in vocabulary usage between a number of texts, this procedure
generates statistics for the percentage overlaps of words present in the files selected, and displays
their similarities using multidimensional scaling. This helps to speed up the process of comparing
larger numbers of texts, without the need to examine each one individually in detail.




Click on the file names in the directory selected to copy the names to the right-hand panel.
Click on Compare vocabularies to activate the procedure.

3.0 The Analysis of Joint Frequencies of words
The original core procedure of Hamlet, HAMLET II Joint Frequencies, generates basic statistics for
individual frequencies of words or categories and their corresponding joint frequencies expressed in
terms of a unit of context specified by the user.
Individual word frequencies (fi) are counted together with joint frequencies (fij) for all possible pairs of
words. The matrix of joint frequencies counts effectively reproduces the values of Mahalanobis Dsquared for the matrix of context unit profiles by columns – i.e. the relationships between the
individual word items. This is intended for use with interval-level variables liable to high collinearity –
for uncorrelated measures it is equivalent to the Euclidean distance.
The corresponding standardised joint frequencies are calculated, by default, as follows
sij = (fij) / (fi + fj - fij), …………………….……..(1)
where fij and fi, fj refer respectively to joint and individual frequencies of words i and j in a given
vocabulary list, expressed in units of context in each case.
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This treats joint non-occurrences as irrelevant, which seems to be a suitable procedure in most
textual analysis. It is also important to realise that it is indifferent to the order in which the words in
each pair occur, and depends for its values on a sensible choice of context-unit being made in
reading the text.
As a coefficient of similarity, this is known generally as Jaccard's coefficient for dichotomous data
(see [22]), which excludes consideration of occasions when neither property, in this case one of a
pair of words, is present, and represents the probability of both of a pair of attributes being present in
any pair of objects, when only those objects exhibiting one or the other attribute are considered.
It has an expected value of
E(sij) = fi . fj / [t(fi + fj) - fi . fj] , ………………..... (2)
since the expected value of fij is fi . fj / t ,
where t is the total number of context-units counted in the text, and fi , fj and fij as before are the
individual and joint frequencies of the words i and j, expressed in context-units. When evaluating
collocations, the number of units of context and the number of actual occurrences are treated as
identical.
As an alternative, and for purposes of comparison, it is possible to employ instead Sokal's matching
coefficient, in which the number of joint non-occurrences is included in the numerator and
denominator of the calculation. In the terms already outlined, this coefficient is
cij = (fij + t - ( fi + fj – fij)) / t …………………. ….(3)
and the term to be added to the numerator and denominator is t - ( fi + fj – fij).
The reader is referred to Coxon, (1982), chapter 2 [20], Everitt and Rabe-Hesketh (1996, chapter 2,
[22]) or to Sokal and Sneath (1963)[42], for general treatments of measures of similarity between
dichotomous variables.
An analysis of some well-known similarity measures by van Eck and Waltman (2009) suggests that
an appropriate measure for normalizing co-occurrence data is the association strength, also referred
to as the proximity index or the probabilistic affinity index:
saij = cij / (fi . fj )
This is proportional to the ratio between the observed number of co-occurrences of objects i and j
and the expected number of co-occurrences of objects i and j under the assumption that
occurrences of i and j are statistically independent. In the interpretation of similarities, it is
probably advisable to compare the results of applying this measure with those derived from cooccurrence data using a set-theoretic similarity measure such as the Jaccard coefficient.

Raw and standardised joint frequencies, according to the coefficient selected, are displayed in
lower-triangular format, suitably labelled with the corresponding vocabulary list entries. Either matrix
can be regarded as a set of similarity measures between pairs of words, and can be saved for
submission to further analysis using clustering or dimensional methods, to reveal characteristic word
clusters or associations of symbols in the original text, as well as for comparison with the results of
applying the same vocabulary list to other texts.
HAMLET II Joint Frequencies optionally offers an exploratory single-linkage cluster analysis, and a
correspondence analysis of the profiles of the context units selected, which can help to determine
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whether further analysis of the similarities matrix, for example by the multidimensional scaling
techniques also offered by the program, is likely to be useful. The results of the cluster analysis can
be displayed on the screen as a dendrogram, and the contents of clusters listed for selected levels of
minimum similarity ( 0.0 <= s <= 1.0 ). The results of the cluster analysis, if the data are suitable, are
also displayed as a dendrogram in the first instance. Although clustering and dimensional analysis
are not equivalent procedures, the absence of evidence of any substantial clustering at this stage
normally indicates that there would be little point in continuing with a full dimensional scaling
procedure.
Non-metric scaling seems, for both theoretical and practical reasons, to be the best, or at least the
most easily comprehensible, dimensional reduction technique to apply to matrices of similarities
based on joint occurrences of words in texts, although factor analysis, latent structure analysis and
network analysis have also been applied in this context.
3.1 The vocabulary list
The vocabulary list to be used by HAMLET joint frequencies clearly has to be created in the first
instance, and can then be saved in a named file for subsequent editing and re-use. Vocabulary lists
can also be created incrementally, from the contents of sample texts intended for the analysis, and
later edited directly, by calling the from the main control window. The HAMLET II vocabulary editor
allows the progressive and rapid selection of items in creating an initial vocabulary list, if necessary
by referring to the contents of each of the texts which is it intended to compare.
3.1.1 The terms supplied to the vocabulary or search list can contain the ‘wild card’ characters ‘@’
and ‘*’, with the following effect: when comparing words in the text with the vocabulary list, individual
letters corresponding to the position of the character ‘@’, and all characters after, and including, the
position of the character ‘*’, will be ignored. This, for example, provides a way of over-riding known
transcription errors in the text, and of treating as equivalent words which differ only in their suffixes,
that is, of basic lemmatization. Disambiguation is more difficult, and it may be necessary to edit the
source text to avoid serious errors in interpretation. Care is needed, however, that use of ‘wild-card’
characters does not create logical equivalences between two or more entries in the vocabulary list,
which also may confuse the searching process.
In entering words to the vocabulary list, and in searching the text file, upper- and lower-case letters
may be separately regarded or treated as equivalent. The former option, of course, will normally
regard words beginning sentences as different from the same words occurring later. Such words will
have to be explicitly and separately specified in the vocabulary list if they are not to be missed. Hence
the importance of knowing the basic vocabulary of the text before considering the application of
HAMLET II joint frequencies. Care is needed here too, as an inadvertent choice, e.g. of
case-sensitive searching when the search list has been specified as case-insensitive, can lead to
target words which appear to be clearly present in the input file being reported as not being found!
Whichever option is chosen remains in force for a given vocabulary list, including one which has
previously been saved in a file for re-use, until the option applying to the list currently selected is
explicitly changed in the options window (see below p.24).
To simplify searching for groups of words of equivalent meaning, each main entry to a vocabulary list
may have an accompanying list of words which will be counted as if they were its “synonyms”. These
need, of course, not be literal synonyms, but can be any word strings found in the text which can
conveniently be grouped together when calculating joint frequencies. In this way HAMLET II allows a
vocabulary list to be developed into a kind of dictionary of categories by assigning to each of the main
entries, as necessary, a set of related words to be counted as its equivalents.
Main entries and their associated synonyms or related words can be saved for re-use, and edited as
necessary to modify, delete or add new main entries or associated synonyms.
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3.2 Context units
Several possibilities are offered for the definition of context-units when reading a text. These must
be used with some care, to ensure that the units chosen are indeed capable of meaningful
interpretation, and that they are not so large that almost all of the target words occur together in each
unit, losing any discrimination in the analysis. In each case, joint occurrences are counted
irrespective of the order in which the words in each pair actually occur.
 Variable-length contexts
are defined by the inclusion of a special character in the text to denote the end of each unit of context
to be read (except the last - the end of the file automatically ends the final context unit). The marker
must be a single character (not one of those normally used for punctuation, etc.) which has been
inserted in pre-editing to mark the end of each context-unit as appropriate to the sense of the
particular text, or it may be possible to take advantage of some relevant aspect of the orthography
which can be used for this purpose. Alternatively, it is possible to make use of the invisible ANSI
0D|0Ahex end-of-line marker if it is used systematically in the text, by entering 'Eoln' or '#13' in the
options window (p.24). Some experimentation may be needed, to determine a stable and effective
means of achieving the delimitation of context units which are meaningful for the text(s) considered. If
the available input consists of a series of variable-length records, each preceded by a single string
containing information to identify them, that is, the data format formerly used in TextPack [48], for
example, in managing free responses to questionnaires, this can now be selected as an option, and
the output adjusted to include the record identifiers, which are otherwise ignored in analysis of the
content;
 Fixed-length contexts
were used in the first work of this kind, and are specified as a kind of "sampling unit" consisting of a
fixed number of words. The text is treated as a series of "blocks" of this fixed length, within each of
which joint occurrences of words in the specified vocabulary list are counted. Careful consideration
needs to be given to the choice of context length to be used, since different features are likely to
emerge from a shorter context unit, more appropriate to analysis of phrases or sentences, than from
a coarser level of context selection. It may, on the other hand, be possible to determine an
appropriate context unit for a given text and vocabulary empirically, by varying the unit specified in a
series of runs of HAMLET II, and observing the effects on the numbers of co-occurrences counted.


Sentences, with punctuation as specified by the user, may be chosen as the context unit; or

 the Collocation option counts joint occurrences within a given number, or span, of words, up
to a maximum of 120. This will be generally slower in operation than the other context options, and is
more suitable for smaller bodies of text or when specific word usage is of particular interest. There
may, however, be reasons for preferring this procedure to the “classic” application of fixed-length
context units, as described above, even in looking at large bodies of text. Some other data mining
procedures employ a similar technique to identify words occurring close to one another in a purely
empirical way, without first considering the way in which these may be structured. This is not
particularly sensible as it can rapidly lead to confusion due to the sheer number of different
collocations identified if the text(s) to be read are of any size or elaboration. Note that, if choosing
collocations, the number of units of context and the number of actual occurrences are treated as
identical.

3.3 Text Conventions
HAMLET II for Windows requires input text in the Windows ANSI character set for the corresponding
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language (in particular, for Cyrillic texts: Windows Code Page 1251/ISO 8859-5; for Greek texts:
Windows Code Page 1253 / ISO 8859-7; for other European languages: Windows Code Page 1252 / ISO
8859-1). In the event of difficulty, the excellent freeware editor UniRed is strongly recommended to convert
files between many different code pages which may be encountered, including various Unicode formats.
Windows Notepad (Editor) can also be used to copy and paste Unicode text to a new file which will
assume the format expected by HAMLET II.
If HAMLET II is run using Wine/Xwine under Linux, a character set conversion tool, “recode”, is available
from http://www.die.net/doc/linux/man/man1/recode.1.html, which is included in most common
Linux distributions.
HAMLET II distinguishes separate words in the input as continuous strings of letters, separated by
punctuation, spaces, or the end of a line, unless there is a continuation character. The program
contains extensive default definitions of recognised sets of letters and punctuation suitable for most
purposes and most European languages. Where appropriate, it is possible to select the lexicographic
conventions to be applied in working with texts in languages other than English. On encountering
unrecognised characters, HAMLET II routines prompt to see if these should be added to the
conventions currently selected. With effect from release 2.6.2, apostrophes occurring within word
strings in languages other than English were not automatically regarded as part of a word, which may
affect the word counts reported if compared with earlier versions. It should, however, be noted that
they may be confused by numbers containing decimal separators into increasing the word count on
each group of numerals: e.g. 60,000 may be read as two words, ‘60’ and ‘000’. Normally this is of no
great consequence, but is mentioned here to emphasise the importance of prior knowledge of the
nature of a file of text, and the need for pre-editing in cases where the above features are considered
to be of real significance to the meaning of the text.
If any word in the original text requires continuation from one line of input to the next, a hyphen
(‘-’) should always be used as the last character of the line to be continued, to indicate that the
characters from the beginning of the next line form part of the current word. Otherwise, the end of a
line ( a normally invisible ¶ character) will automatically be regarded as marking the end of the current
word on input, with the possibility that some words may inadvertently become divided.
3.3.1 Special characters
It may be that the text contains characters which should not be considered as part of the text itself
but do not normally occur in punctuation. Such characters (e.g. ‘#', ‘~' , ‘¿', ¶, ±) sometimes occur
systematically in source files but should be ignored when looking for words in HAMLET II. Several
different characters may even optionally be used in preparing a copy of the text, for example to
delimit major text components, but must be chosen to serve this purpose alone, since they must not
be allowed to become confused with ordinary text and punctuation. Characters used in this way can
be declared to be ignored in the appropriate box in the options window (see below, p.24). They will
then be skipped in looking for matching words.

3.4 Using HAMLET II - Joint Frequencies
In the following window:
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 at Text file name : enter the name of the text file to be read, or click on the Files menu and
select Open text file to search for it. The Files menu also allows you to Reopen files used
recently to save having to look for them again. Alternatively, use the corresponding speed button,
or the usual Windows shortcut key combinations, e.g. Alt together with the letter keys indicated
in menus and other controls, and F1 to display context-sensitive help. If the text to be read is in a
language other than English, use the pull-down menu on the right of the control panel to select
the appropriate lexicographic conventions to apply.


click on the Vocabulary menu, and select Create new vocabulary list or Open existing
vocabulary file to specify the vocabulary items for which to search.



When creating a new list, setting optional maximum sizes for words (<=60 letters) and the
number of main entries (<=100) in the search list helps to reduce unnecessary searching when
the program is run:
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Clicking Continue opens the vocabulary list editor to create the new list:

The items entered may each contain ‘wildcard’ characters (‘*’,’@’ – see above p.11) as required. The
first column to the right of the file name list is for the main items or category headings; clicking on
these in turn enables you to enter any synonyms or related items for these main entries in the next
column to the right.
Clicking on Open a text file from the Edit menu allows items to be dragged and dropped directly
from a text file into the lists being edited.
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Clicking on List word in text will open a list of words in a selected text file, displayed by frequency
and alphabetically in a window to the right. You can select and copy words from this window into the
main panel using the mouse. With the left mouse button : clicking on 'Words' reverses the order of
the items listed, and clicking on 'Freq.' causes the columns to swap positions. Clicking anywhere in
the vocabulary list with the right mouse button switches the listing between alphabetical and
frequency order. Using the keys Ctrl+F after clicking on any of the lists displayed helps find words
present as quickly as possible.
If opening a text file directly or List words in text is applied more than once, words which have
already having been considered for inclusion will be disregarded, to simplify the process of locating
terms present across a range of different texts. The cumulative list of these words may be viewed
and edited by clicking on the button marked Stoplist, which will appear when a list of this kind exists.
When closing the stoplist, or finishing work for the time being on a particular search list, you will be
prompted to save it for later use, to avoid having to repeat the process of checking the words present
in texts which have already been considered.
When opening an existing vocabulary file, the same editor may be used, as required, to make
any necessary changes:
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Note that 'words' supplied to these lists can be any relevant string of characters, and may contain the
'wild card' characters '@' and '*', with the following effect: When comparing words in the text with the
vocabulary list, individual letters corresponding to the position of the character '@', and all characters
after, and including, the position of the character '*', will be ignored. This, for example, provides a way
of treating words as equivalent which differ only in their suffixes. Care is needed to ensure that the
use of 'wild card' characters does not create a logical equivalence between two, or more, vocabulary
list entries, which may cause confusion in the searching process. Entries may also consist of
significant pairs of words, such as 'United Nations' or 'Prime Minister', although care is required to
avoid also specifying the same words individually in the search list, which can lead to confusion.
The present version of HAMLET II joint frequencies allows you to enter up to 100 main
vocabulary items, and a total of 500 associated entries. This allows advanced users to create
quite elaborate structured search lists or 'dictionaries', where the main entries may be analytical
categories and the associated entries for each category are the strings to be assigned to them
when searching a number of different texts.
It is possible, in addition, to combine the contents currently displayed with another existing list, simply
by clicking on the relevant file name and following the options which are subsequently offered. Any
content currently displayed can first be saved, as necessary, to be merged with, or overwritten by, the
content of the newly-opened file:
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When finished, save the vocabulary file if it has been altered and close the editor to return to the
main HAMLET II joint frequencies window.



Back in the main window, click on the Options menu to specify the options for the current
analysis:
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Select the kind of context unit to be used: for fixed context units enter the number of words, enter a
character to delimit variable contexts (entering including ‘Eoln’ or ‘#13’ to use of the invisible ANSI
0D|0Ahex end-of-line marker if it is used systematically in the text) or the span of words (≤ 120) to use
for collocations. This last option counts the joint occurrences of pairs of words within a given number
of words of each other. If the sentence option is selected, it is possible to amend the punctuation
characters if the text has been differently punctuated. If the input consists of variable length records,
preceded by an identifying string the option for TextPack-style format may also be selected.
It is also possible to change the coefficient of similarity to be applied to the raw frequency counts.
The Sokal coefficient takes account of joint non-occurrences, where this is thought to be appropriate.
The Jaccard coefficient, applied by default, is, however, suitable for most purposes. Results may be
compared with those produced by applying van Eck and Waltman’s probabilistic measure (see above
pp.13-14).
If the text file contains characters which should be ignored when making comparisons in HAMLET
II joint frequencies, enter these in the edit box indicated. Characters used in this way must be
chosen to serve this purpose alone, since they must not be confused with normal text and
punctuation.
Upper- and lower-case letters may be regarded separately, or treated as equivalent. The former
option, of course, will normally regard words beginning sentences as different from the same words
occurring later. Such words will have to be explicitly and separately specified in the vocabulary list if
they are not to be missed. Hence the importance of knowing the basic vocabulary of the text before
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considering the use of HAMLET II joint frequencies. Check the box in the options window if
searching for words is to be case-sensitive. (Take care here: an inadvertent use of case-sensitive
searching when the search list has been specified without regard to case can lead to unexpected
results!)


When finished, click Continue to confirm the options indicated, or Cancel to ignore them and
return to the main HAMLET II joint frequencies window.



Click on Count joint occurrences to start the search process. A progress indicator appears
while searching takes place. Click on the Cancel button by this indicator to stop searching at any
time. Patience may be needed when searching large files, or using a large search list, depending
on the computing resources you have available. If progress appears very slow, check for
continuing disk activity before concluding that there is an error.



When the process is finished, full results are temporarily displayed in an edit window, which
enables you to annotate them as necessary before saving them for further reference.



Click on the Files menu and select Save results file, or use the corresponding speed button, to
save the output in a named file.

3.5. An example to illustrate the simple use of HAMLET II joint frequencies
The following output listing was obtained by searching a file describing the HAMLET II package for
the following vocabulary list :CONTEXT*
DIMENSION*
FREQUENC*
HAMLET
JOINT
MINISSA
SCALING
TEXT*
VOCABULARY
WORD*

and with the options set as follows :
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-------------------------HAMLET - Computer-assisted Text Analysis - 03/01/2005 14:31:41
=================================================================
The text is read from the file : C:\Program Files\HAMLET II\HAMLET.txt
Counting Joint Frequencies WORD-SEARCHING IS INSENSITIVE TO CASE.
WORD COUNTS ............................................
WORD

FREQUENCY

context*
dimension*
frequenc*
hamlet
joint
MINISSA
scaling
text*
vocabulary
word*

39
18
24
37
27
12
16
64
28
89

% VOCAB.

% TEXT

f[i]

11.02
5.08
6.78
10.45
7.63
3.39
4.52
18.08
7.91
25.14

0.97
0.45
0.60
0.92
0.67
0.30
0.40
1.60
0.70
2.22

14
10
13
24
15
10
11
28
18
27

4011 words were read from the text file.
354 of these were in the search list, and
34 context-units were counted.
JOINT FREQUENCIES ......................................
for a FIXED CONTEXT LENGTH of 120 words:
i
context*
dimension*
frequenc*
hamlet
joint
MINISSA
scaling
text*
vocabulary
word*

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
+------------------------------------------------------------------------|
|
7
|
7
6
|
8
9
10
|
9
7
12
11
|
6
8
6
9
7
|
6
9
6
10
7
10
|
13
8
11
19
13
9
9
|
8
4
8
11
9
4
4
16
|
13
9
12
17
14
9
9
23
17

STANDARDISED JOINT INDEX VALUES ........................
Jaccard coefficient - ignores joint non-occurrence
i
context*
dimension*
frequenc*
hamlet
joint
MINISSA
scaling
text*
vocabulary
word*

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
+------------------------------------------------------------------------|
|
0.41
|
0.35
0.35
|
0.27
0.36
0.37
|
0.45
0.39
0.75
0.39
|
0.33
0.67
0.35
0.36
0.39
|
0.32
0.75
0.33
0.40
0.37
0.91
|
0.45
0.27
0.37
0.58
0.43
0.31
0.30
|
0.33
0.17
0.35
0.35
0.38
0.17
0.16
0.53
|
0.46
0.32
0.43
0.50
0.50
0.32
0.31
0.72
0.61

-----------------------

The diameter-method dendrogram of this matrix, and a two-dimensional plot of the results of
correspondence analysis on the context unit profiles which have been generated, are reproduced
below (see pages 26 and 32).
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The resultant standardised matrix of similarities is then submitted to multidimensional scaling with
MINISSA. The following smallest space solution successfully reproduces the main topic areas of the
documentation file, and displays the same word clusters as are apparent in the correspondence
analysis plot. The Spence value for these data is much greater than the stress value for this solution,
so that it is very unlikely that the configuration is random.
----------------------Kruskal-Guttman-Lingoes-Roskam smallest space coordinates
in three dimensions (weak monotonicity):
Dimension
1
2
3
--------------------------------------------------------------------------1 context*
-0.085
0.372
0.708
2 dimension*
0.846
0.016
0.184
3 frequenc*
-0.114
0.500
-0.548
4 hamlet
-0.103
-0.662
-0.317
5 joint
-0.096
0.477
-0.296
6 MINISSA
0.876
-0.086
-0.036
7 scaling
0.874
-0.143
-0.007
8 text*
-0.532
-0.361
0.132
9 vocabulary
-1.124
0.001
0.022
10 word*
-0.541
-0.114
0.159
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Kruskal's Stress = 0.00279 after
9 iteration(s).
Stress based on approximation to random rankings =

0.122474

-----------------------

A pseudo-3-dimensional graphic display of these results appears automatically, as follows. Note that,
for easier viewing, these configurations are always rescaled according to their largest absolute coordinate value.
Since the orientation of the reference axes in the MINISSA scaling procedure can sometimes vary
while the configuration of points remains essentially the same, an option is included to reflect these
displays about the horizontal and vertical axes (to see reflection about axis II, first rotate the display
into two dimensions).
If stress values are shown as zero after zero or one iteration(s) or a message appears reporting
an unexpected numerical condition has occurred in the scaling procedure, the results should be
treated with caution as they represent only the starting configuration created for the scaling
algorithm employed here. This is, however, by default equivalent to the principal components of
the input matrix according to the number of dimensions requested, so that it may still be subject
to interpretation.
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Alternatively, these results can be visualized in network form if this is preferred (see below, page 46).
4. Cluster Analysis
HAMLET II Joint Frequencies automatically offers an optional an optional hierarchical cluster
analysis routine, which can help to determine whether further analysis of the similarities matrix, for
example by the multidimensional scaling technique which it next offers as an option, will be useful.
When the matrix has been saved separately, the same procedure can be applied directly from the
main HAMLET II window.



When the panel above appears, toggle the button Diameter/Connectedness to select the
clustering method to be applied to the matrix of similarities. The alternative methods of
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hierarchical clustering offered here use different criteria in assigning the individual vocabulary
entries to clusters: the "connectedness" or "single link" method looks for the greatest similarity
between an unassigned item and those contained in existing clusters; the "diameter" or "complete
linkage" method defines the similarity between groups as the similarity between their least similar
pair of individual items. In the event of tied similarity values in the data, the former method may
produce arbitrary results, with the clusters varying according to the order in which the categories
are considered (van der Kloot et al. 2005)[32].


Click Display ... in the window above to see the results of the clustering method selected on the
screen as a dendrogram. This may be saved as a bitmap or .jpeg file for later use by clicking on
the Save button at the bottom of the display:-

or


enter a minimum similarity value ( 0.0  s  1.0 ) in the panel shown above (page 28) and click
Show clusters ... to list the word clusters with a specified minimum similarity :-
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Clicking on Save clusters allows the clusters shown to be saved in a separate text file.



Clicking on Show Dendrogram switches back to the corresponding dendrogram.

If a cluster analysis is first performed for a given matrix, the means of the clusters identified in this
way can be added to the plotted results of a subsequent multi-dimensional scaling analysis of the
same matrix. This is done by selecting the item Analyse Clusters from the Data menu in
corresponding display (see above, p.24). The coordinates are then shown in the following
spreadsheet:

If the items listed are assigned consistently to a smaller number of groups, by editing the group
numbers in the appropriate column, clicking Continue will provide an analysis of variance of the
squared distances in the clusters which have been specified.
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The results of cluster analysis are frequently used in this way as an aid to interpretation when
examining configurations of points resulting from multi-dimensional scaling. Where well-defined,
compact “spherical” clusters exist, these methods tend to produce similar results. The “single link”
method, on the other hand, is useful for displaying absence of any distinct structure, and is
considered robust against variations in the order of presentation of the items to be clustered.
For the purposes of text analysis, although hierarchical clustering and dimensional analysis are not
equivalent procedures, the absence of any substantial clustering normally indicates that there would
be little point in continuing with a full dimensional scaling procedure. In particular, further analysis
should be avoided where any items are joined to the dendrogram only at the highest level, indicating
that they have no connection with any other item in the analysis.

5.1 Non-hierarchical Clustering
When a matrix of similarities has been saved separately, an alternative non-hierarchical clustering
procedure is also available from the menu item Cluster analysis | Non-hierarchical in the main
HAMLET II window.
This implements an efficient new algorithm BBDIAM (Brusco, 2003)[12] to partition the matrix into
successive numbers of clusters, each containing at least one item. Clusters are mutually exclusive,
and exhaustive, in that all items are assigned to a cluster.
It should be noted that, given the number of ties that can occur in minimum diameter partitioning, it is
likely that there are many alternative optima in large matrices, but if the results of this procedure are
always considered together with those from hierarchical clustering as well as from multi-dimensional
scaling, the risk of misinterpretation is considerably reduced.
The matrix of pair-wise similarity measures is first converted into dissimilarities. The object is then to
develop a partition of the matrix into a given number of clusters, each containing at least one item,
where the clusters are mutually exclusive, and exhaustive, in that all items are assigned to a cluster.
A commonly-used criterion in clustering is to minimize the within-cluster sum of pair-wise
dissimilarities, but this has a tendency to produce clusters of approximately the same size,
irrespective of the data. For this reason, the enhanced branch and bound algorithm employed by
BBDIAM seeks instead to minimize the partition diameter, which is related to Johnson's diameter
method for hierarchical clustering [30]. The diameter of a cluster is the maximum pair-wise
dissimilarity index among objects in that cluster. The partition diameter is defined as the maximum of
the cluster diameters. To minimize the diameter of the partition is to minimize the maximum
dissimilarity index across all subsets. An advantage of using the partition diameter is that it is not
predisposed to produce clusters of particular sizes. It is also computationally simpler than minimizing
the within-cluster sum of dissimilarities.
The efficiency of the branch-and-bound algorithm used in minimizing the partition diameter depends
on the quality of the upper bound. A good upper bound can frequently be established heuristically
using a complete-link clustering algorithm, as in the connectedness method of the hierarchical
clustering option outlined above. An algorithm for partitioning then applies two kinds of local-search
operations - trial movement of each object from its current subset to each of the other subsets, and
pair-wise interchange of objects with respect to their subset memberships. These local-search
operations are conducted until no further improvement is possible in the upper bound.
Because the resulting solutions may be sensitive to the initial partition, BBDIAM applies a probabilistic
process that uses 100 replications and selects linkages using biased sampling. In particular, when
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considering the next linkage, the algorithm has a 50% chance of selecting the best linkage and a 50%
chance of selecting the second best linkage. This biased-sampling version often produces better
bounds than the deterministic version.

The non-hierarchical clustering option simply produces a listing of the partitions generated, of which
an extract is shown above for the example already used in hierarchical clustering. For matrices
representing up to 15 main entries, the program automatically lists all sets of clusters from 2 to the
total number of categories minus 1. For larger matrices, unless otherwise specified when prompted,
enumeration is restricted to half the matrix size up to a maximum of 20 clusters, and may take some
time due to the number of alternative partitions possible.
If non-hierarchical clustering is first applied to a given matrix, the partition into two groups may be
carried forward, as described above in the case of assignments to hierarchical cluster solutions, to
superimpose their group means when the results are plotted of the multi-dimensional scaling of the
same matrix of similarities.
5. Correspondence Analysis of context unit profiles
As an additional diagnostic tool, or for an alternative representation of the content of a single text,
HAMLET II Joint Frequencies automatically offers to perform Correspondence Analysis when it has
calculated the profiles of the context units containing the frequencies of the main vocabulary entries
identified in them. This conveniently represents the row and column categories of the matrix of
context unit profiles as points in the same dimensionality. The configurations generated by the
analysis are automatically displayed in graphic form. The context unit profiles themselves can be
saved for separate analysis.
It is also possible to apply correspondence analysis to a series of separate texts using the fast-track
procedure for multiple file comparison (see section 7.6). In this case the column categories are the
main vocabulary entries, but the context units represented by the row profiles now consist of a series
of texts selected for comparison.
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Correspondence Analysis (CA) is closely related to other procedures which seek to represent row
and column variables in the same space using singular-value decomposition, including SVD
(MDPREF), described in section 6. It is important to realize that CA considers only interactive factors,
by explicitly neglecting the magnitude effect after decomposition. Because the canonical ("optimal")
scores reported are row and column conditional, it is usually advisable to avoid inter-set point
distance interpretation, however tempting this may be, when using correspondence analysis.
This seems to be possible only in special cases where the total variance is well-represented in the
number of dimensions reported, and the row distributions are strongly modal, which is unlikely to be
the case when comparing category frequencies between texts (see Caroll et al. (1987, 1989)[14][15],
Greenacre (1989)[24]).
The matrix of cross-products is first normalized by dividing each row entry by the square root of the
product of the corresponding row and column totals. This removes differences in the marginal totals
and expresses each cell as a proportion. If any of these products turns out to be zero, it will be
reported that the data are not suitable for correspondence analysis.
The second step finds the basic structure of the resultant matrix A by singular value decomposition,
producing summary row and column vectors ( U and V) and a diagonal matrix of singular values d
corresponding to the columns of A, so that
A = Ud(V/) ……………………….. (4)
The matrices U and V are in fact the eigenvectors of the matrices of row and column cross-products
of A, and the d values are related to their (identical) eigenvalues (d=sqrt(D*(n-1)), where D is the
diagonal of eigenvalues and n is the number of rows in A). The first singular value in d is always 1.0.
It corresponds to the independence model of chi-squared expected values, and is ignored in
subsequent analysis.
It is important to check that the eigenvalues remaining are in fact large enough to justify
continuing with the analysis. Reference should be made to the chi-squared contributions of each
dimension of "inertia" reported, and to the overall chi-squared value for the analysis. These values
can be inspected by clicking the menu item Data | View/Edit data on the graphic display of the
correspondence analysis results.
The method implemented here is equivalent to HOMALS in SPSS, which uses an alternating least
squares algorithm which is considered more suitable for large numbers of cases.
For further discussion of this procedure see Weller and Romney (1990)[46], Greenacre (1993)[25],
and the example of an application to text data described by Giegler and Klein in Greenacre and
Blasius (eds.) (1994)[26].
The configuration of points representing the main vocabulary entries will be broadly similar to that
produced by multidimensional scaling (see below). In addition, the relative locations of points
representing the various context units will indicate how the various categories of the search list are
distributed throughout the text. If, when running HAMLET II - Joint Frequencies the option is
selected to list the numbered context units identified in the output file, it is, of course, possible to
examine these in detail, for example if there are notable clusters, or outliers, present in the plot. In the
example shown below (page 34), based on earlier documentation of HAMLET, context unit U41
appears as an outlier because, unlike everything else, it happens to contain a table.
5.1 Using Correspondence Analysis
Used separately, Correspondence Analysis takes as its input a file containing a matrix of context
unit profiles generated by, and saved from, HAMLET II Joint Frequencies. This can also be a file of
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category profiles calculated for a series of separate texts by the fast-track procedure for multiple file
comparison (Section 7.6 below) or by Latent Dirichlet Allocation (Section 8). Once a matrix exists,
it is possible to repeat the analysis for different combinations of items included in the original word list
used to generate it, without having to start the process again from the beginning.

At File name : enter the name of the file of context unit profiles to be read, or click on the Files menu
and select Open file, or use the appropriate speed button, to search for it. From the Files menu, it is
also possible to Reopen files recently used.

When a valid file name is entered, the categories included are displayed. Select the number of
dimensions to be reported (2 or 3 are allowed), and click Include these categories to start the
analysis.
Click Cancel to return to the main HAMLET II window. Once the process has started, click on
Cancel to abandon the analysis at any time.
The resulting configuration is automatically displayed in graphic form:
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Click on Next and Previous to switch the display between the joint plot of categories and
context units and the separate plots of each.



Click on the Data menu item to view or edit the details of the correspondence analysis result
currently being displayed.



Use the control buttons shown to rotate and zoom the configuration displayed. Use the keys
indicated to rotate and zoom in and out on the display.



Click on menu item Labels to adjust the maximum number of characters of the words displayed
as point labels. Click on points in the display to highlight their labels. Click on Refresh to cancel
the highlighting and restore the display to its original appearance.



Click on Grid to toggle the internal lines on the horizontal plane on and off as preferred.



With a mouse button depressed, drag the pointer to a new location and release the mouse
button again to move the display around inside the window, to be able to concentrate on
particular parts of it.



Some basic drawing functions are toggled on and off by clicking on their respective buttons on
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the toolbar. When they are operative, a hand pointer cursor appears, which is changed back to
the default arrow cursor when the facility is toggled off again. Toggling Draw allows freehand
drawing on the display with the mouse button depressed, to highlight features of interest.
Toggling Line draws straight lines, from a point where a mouse button is depressed to a point
where it is lifted. Toggling Ellipse draws the ellipse within a notional rectangle outlined by using
the mouse in a similar manner. Line Colour and Line Thickness allow you to change the colour
and thickness in pixels of lines drawn. Clicking Text causes a box to appear to enter text. On
closing this box, move the mouse to the position required and press a mouse button to add the
text to the image displayed. Finally, toggling Erase allows you to erase the display as required.
Clicking on Refresh will clear all lines and annotations added and return to the original image
selected. The image as amended must be saved immediately on completion of drawing and
erasing, as any additions will be lost when the display is reoriented Click on Save Display to
save the current display as a graphic image file, for inclusion in other documents. The Editor also
offers similar facilities to draw upon and annotate image files saved by HAMLET procedures.


Close the display to return to the Correspondence Analysis window. Click on the Files menu
and select Exit, or use the Alt+F4 key combination, to exit the program. A prompt will appear if
any file contents have not been saved.

6. Singular Value Decomposition (MDPREF) of document and context unit profiles
In addition to Correspondence Analysis, the procedure for Latent Dirichlet Allocation (Section 8
below) also offers to perform a related singular value decomposition of the matrix of profiles of
documents or context units by word tokens selected according to their level of expectation for a given
number of latent topics. It can also be applied to the profiles of words by context units for individual
texts and groups of texts produced by HAMLET II Joint Frequencies.
The procedure applied here is adapted from MDPREF, originally written by JD Carroll and JJ Chang
to represent the preferences of a number of subjects for the same group of stimuli. The document
profiles are considered as ‘scores’, which are first normalised to unit length, for convenience, to
enable them to be plotted as vectors through the configuration of points representing the word
tokens. Substantively, this makes a strong assumption about the nature of preference, in that the
model implies an "ideal" point - i.e. a point of maximum preference - at infinity, similar to the classic
econometric assumption of insatiability. It is also possible to plot the words as vectors and the
documents as a configuration of points by transposing the rows and columns of the input matrix.
The next step finds the basic structure of the resultant matrix A by singular value decomposition,
producing summary row and column vectors ( U and V) and a diagonal matrix of singular values d
corresponding to the columns of A, so that
A = Ud(V/) ……………………….. (4)
The matrices U and V are in fact the eigenvectors of the matrices of row and column cross-products
of A, and the d values are related to their (identical) eigenvalues (d=sqrt(D*(n-1)), where D is the
diagonal of eigenvalues and n is the number of rows in A).
MDPREF is a linear (or metric) procedure and the measure of goodness-of-fit of the model to the
data is a product-moment correlation. Consider one document vector passing through a configuration
of stimulus points with perpendicular lines drawn from the points onto the vector. It is the values
given to the points at which these perpendicular lines meet the vector which are maximally correlated
with that subject's data. The subject vectors are all normalised (for convenience only) to the same
length, so that their ends lie at a common distance from the origin of the space, forming a circle, or
sphere, according to the number of dimensions plotted.
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For further discussion of this procedure see Weller and Romney (1990)[46], Borg and Groenen
(2005)[3], pp340 ff. The graphic representation of the results is in the form now commonly
termed a biplot, q.v. (Gower and Harding [23a] 1996, La Grange et.al. [35a] 2009, )
6.1 Using SVD (MDPREF)
Used separately, SVD (MDPREF) takes as its input a file containing a matrix of document or context
unit profiles generated by, and saved from, LDA or HAMLET II Joint Frequencies. This can also be
a file of category profiles calculated for a series of separate texts by the fast-track procedure for
multiple file comparison (see 7.6 below). Once a matrix exists, it is possible to repeat the analysis for
different combinations of items included in the original word list used to generate it, without having to
start the process again from the beginning. By default, the rows of the matrix, corresponding to the
individual text items, will be normalised. Checking the box Transpose rows and columns has the
effect of normalising the columns of the input matrix, corresponding
to the words selected.

At File name : enter the name of the file of document or context unit profiles to be read, click on the
Files menu and select Open file, or use the appropriate speed button, to search for it. From the Files
menu, it is also possible to Reopen files recently used.
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When a valid file name is entered, the word tokens or topics included are displayed. Select the
number of dimensions to be reported (2 or 3), and click Include these word tokens or topics to start
the procedure.
Click Cancel to return to the calling window. Once the process has started, click on Cancel to
abandon the procedure at any time.
The resulting configuration is automatically displayed in graphic form. The 90 degree projections
of the search terms on unit vectors representing the text sources correspond to their ‘scores’ for
the respective texts and the spread of the vectors shows the similarities between the source
texts.


Click on the menu item Vectors to plot or suppress the subject vectors if these are becoming too
cluttered..
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Click on the Data menu item to view or edit the details of the SVD results currently being
displayed.



Use the control buttons shown to rotate and zoom the configuration displayed. Use the keys
indicated to rotate and zoom in and out on the display.



Click on menu item Labels to adjust the maximum number of characters of the words displayed
as point labels. Click on points in the display to highlight their labels. Click on Refresh to cancel
the highlighting and restore the display to its original appearance.



Click on Grid to toggle the internal lines on the horizontal plane on and off as preferred.



With a mouse button depressed, drag the pointer to a new location and release the mouse
button again to move the display around inside the window, to be able to concentrate on
particular parts of it.



Some basic drawing functions are toggled on and off by clicking on their respective buttons on
the toolbar. When they are operative, a hand pointer cursor appears, which is changed back to
the default arrow cursor when the facility is toggled off again. Toggling Draw allows freehand
drawing on the display with the mouse button depressed, to highlight features of interest.
Toggling Line draws straight lines, from a point where a mouse button is depressed to a point
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where it is lifted. Toggling Ellipse draws the ellipse within a notional rectangle outlined by using
the mouse in a similar manner. Line Colour and Line Thickness allow you to change the colour
and thickness in pixels of lines drawn. Clicking Text causes a box to appear to enter text. On
closing this box, move the mouse to the position required and press a mouse button to add the
text to the image displayed. Finally, toggling Erase allows you to erase the display as required.
Clicking on Refresh will clear all lines and annotations added and return to the original image
selected. The image as amended must be saved immediately on completion of drawing and
erasing, as any additions will be lost when the display is reoriented Click on Save Display to
save the current display as a graphic image file, for inclusion in other documents. The Editor also
offers similar facilities to draw upon and annotate image files saved by HAMLET procedures.


Close the display to return to the SVD window. Click on the Files menu and select Exit, or use
the Alt+F4 key combination, to exit the program. A prompt will appear if any file contents have not
been saved. On saving the results, Arc-distances between the vectors identified by SVD can be
submitted separately to analysis using SUBJSTAT (section 7.5).

7. Multidimensional Scaling
7.1 Non-metric and metric multidimensional scaling methods
Multidimensional scaling is offered automatically whenever HAMLET II Joint Frequencies has
generated a suitable matrix of joint frequencies and is the main analytical tool, since its results can be
used to compare a number of different texts to which the same search list can be applied. MINISSA
(Michigan-Nijmegen Integrated Smallest Space Analysis) is a highly reliable version of the classic
non-metric scaling algorithm. In the latest version of HAMLET II 3.0, it is also possible to apply a
related metric multidimensional scaling method MRSCAL (Roskam, 1972)[40b], which may be
preferred by some users.
The resulting three-dimensional configuration is automatically displayed in graphic form. The first two
reference axes appear as a horizontal plane on which labelled points are projected corresponding to
words in the text file originally subject to analysis The configuration can be rotated and zoomed for
closer examination, annotated, and saved as a graphic image for inclusion in other documents.
It is also possible to examine, edit and save the file containing the configuration data on which the
display is based. When applying MINISSA, for matrices of between 10 and 60 words, these include
Spence’s approximation for Kruskal’s Stress based on random rankings (Spence 1979)[43], which
offers the best available means of avoiding attempting to interpret scaling results of matrix of
randomly distributed items.
Before settling for any interpretation, it is always advisable to check that the MDS solution in question
is reliable, in the sense that it represents a good fit to the information contained in the original matrix
and is not a so-called ‘degenerate solution’, dependent upon a single extreme value. Experience
suggests that strict treatment of tied values by the version applied here helps to reduce the chances
of a degenerate solution being reached (Coxon [20], 3.2.3.).
It is also advisable to check that the solution remains reasonably stable under appropriate variations
of the context unit parameters employed to calculate the matrix of joint frequencies on which it is
based, and if not, to give careful consideration to the possible reasons for this. In HAMLET II,
MINISSA and MRSCAL offer the conventional MDS diagnostics, to try to ensure that solutions
accepted for further analysis, for example, for comparison using INDSCAL or PINDIS, do in fact meet
the conditions recommended in the authoritative literature of multidimensional scaling.
Interpretation of MDS solutions may be assisted by reference to hierarchical clustering, as illustrated
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above. Smallest space analysis is generally claimed to produce more easily interpreted geometric
solutions in fewer dimensions than metric procedures like factor analysis, as well as being more
versatile in detecting ordered structures in the data. Rabinowitz (1975)[40] offers a concise
introduction to non-metric multidimensional scaling, with some helpful guidelines for its use. For
further discussion of the procedures available, see Mair, de Leeuw and Groenen. (2009)[38a] and
other references at the end of these notes,
7.2 Using MINISSA and MRSCAL
Used separately, MINISSA and MRSCAL take as their input a file containing a matrix of standardised
joint frequencies, as generated by, and saved from, HAMLET II Joint Frequencies. Once a matrix
exists, it is possible to repeat each scaling method for different combinations of items included in the
original word list used to generate it, without having to start the process again from the beginning.
It is possible to examine or edit the file containing the configuration data on which the display is
based. Clicking on Data | View/Edit data in the graphic display opens it in a local file editor for this
purpose.
Also on the Data sub-menu are two additional diagnostic aids in determining the effectiveness of the
particular scaling result. The first shows the contributions of the individual points plotted to the final
‘stress’ value reported. This by convention is the measure of the ‘badness of fit’ between the
distances between the points in the scaled plot and their original distances represented in the
similarity values of the initial matrix. The bar chart of these contributions will reveal any points which it
has been particularly difficult to fit using the corresponding method into the plot of reduced
dimensionality displayed. The second diagnostic aid is the Shepard diagram, relating the observed
and the fitted inter-point distances. A successful scaling is here represented by an even non-linear or
linear relationship with little ‘scatter’ evident.
On selecting multidimensional scaling when prompted to do so at various points in HAMLET II 3.0,
the following initial window offers the choice between non-metric and metric alternatives, and may
also require the name of a valid matrix file, according to the context :



At File name: enter the name of the matrix file to be read, or click on the Files menu and select
Open file to search for it. The Files menu also allows you to Reopen files used recently to save
having to look for them again. Alternatively, use the corresponding speed button or Alt+key
combination. The matrix file should have been saved from an earlier run of HAMLET joint
frequencies. When calling these routines from within HAMLET joint frequencies, and the fast-
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track procedure for multiple comparisons of text sources, a current temporary file containing the
appropriate matrix is automatically used.


When a valid file name is found, or if the scaling option is selected within HAMLET joint
frequencies, the vocabulary items available are listed as follows:



It is possible to repeat scaling excluding any of the items included in the current vocabulary list,
without repeating the HAMLET joint frequencies analysis each time. From the list displayed,
simply delete any vocabulary items to be excluded from the scaling process.



You may choose to scale these items in one to three dimensions, and optionally apply the nonlinear ‘Sammon’ weighting process [40a], which gives greater weight to item pairs which are
initially closer together and less to those which are more marginal. Click on Scale these items
to start the scaling process, or Cancel to return to the calling window.



For the related metric scaling procedure, the equivalent window appears as follows :
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MRSCAL also offers an analogous non-linear weighting procedure by selecting logarithmic
transformation of the distances implied by the input matrix of similarities, instead of the default which
in this case is a linear transformation.


In both cases, once the process has been started, as shown by the progress indicator which is
then displayed, it is possible to click on the Cancel button to abandon scaling at any time.



The resulting configuration is automatically displayed in graphic form. Note that, for ease of
viewing, configurations are always rescaled according to their largest co-ordinate value:
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Alternatively, the same results can be visualized in network form if this is preferred:
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Clicking on the menu item Toggle display switches between the format above and the equivalent
display showing reference axes. Three possible line thicknesses are shown, representing the values :
0.0 <c< 0.33, 0.33 <c< 0.66 and 0.66 <c<= 1.0. If the configuration displayed is originally in three
dimensions, the relative distances between points are no longer open to interpretation if the
perspective is changed and the relationships shown are strictly bi-directional, but by clicking on the
display using the left mouse button, it is possible to toggle the display through three degrees of
connectedness, in order to distinguish strongly-connected groups of items from those more weakly
connected or isolates at the level selected. By combining this process with changes of perspective,
this form of graphical visualization may be preferred to the conventional MDS representation, with its
essentially arbitrary reference axes.


Click on the Data | View/edit data menu item to view or edit the output data currently being
displayed in detail. For non-metric scaling of matrices of between 10 and 60 words, this also
includes Spence’s approximation for Kruskal’s Stress based on random rankings. Spence notes:
“If the obtained value is well below the random value, say only a third or a half as large, then one
can be fairly sure that the data are good. On the other hand, if the obtained value is rather close
to the random value, then one should be very careful even though the hypothesis of randomness
may be rejected in a technical sense ( .. the standard deviation associated with values produced
by the approximation can be taken as 0.01 ...).” (Spence, 1979,[43] p.364)



When displaying data from the latest results files, the Data-View/edit data menu also contains an
item to Analyse clusters, which enables the mean values for groups of items with a given
minimum level of similarity, as determined by an earlier cluster analysis, to be added to the
current graphic. While these are displayed, subsequently clicking the menu item Data-View/edit
data displays the numerical values plotted, this time including the group mean co-ordinates, and
a simple one-way analysis of variance to test the significance of differences between the groups
indicated. This file can be saved on closing the amended graphic display and returning to the
original plot.
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The same menu offers, as additional diagnostic aids, a bar-chart showing the contributions of the
individual points to the final stress value, the Shepard diagram corresponding to the results
shown , and displays any items which may have been treated in the analysis as latent categories
(as described in section 7.2.1).



Use the control buttons shown to rotate and zoom the configuration displayed. Use the keys
indicated to rotate and zoom in and out on the display. Click on the axis end points to see the
effect of incremental clockwise rotations of the configuration, where appropriate, with respect
to the selected axis. (The numerical keys 1, 2, and 3 have the same result.) Use Configuration
to keep track of this process, and save rotated configurations if required.



Clicking on individual points will highlight their labels. Clicking on Refresh will restore the graphic
to its original appearance.



Click on menu item Labels to adjust the maximum number of characters of the words displayed
as point labels. Click on a point in the display to highlight its label.



Click on Grid to toggle the internal lines on the horizontal plane on and off as preferred.



With a mouse button depressed, drag the pointer to a new location and release the mouse
button again to move the display around inside the window, to be able to concentrate on
particular parts of it.



Some basic drawing functions are toggled on and off by clicking on their respective buttons on
the toolbar. When they are operative, a hand pointer cursor appears which is changed back to the
default arrow cursor when the facility is toggled off again. Toggling Draw allows freehand drawing
on the display with the mouse button depressed, to highlight features of interest. Toggling Line
draws straight lines, from a point where a mouse button is depressed to a point where it is lifted.
Toggling Ellipse draws the ellipse within a notional rectangle outlined by using the mouse in a
similar manner. Line Colour and Line Thickness allow you to change the colour and thickness in
pixels of lines drawn. Clicking Text causes a box to appear to enter text. On closing this box,
move the mouse to the position required and press a mouse button to add the text to the image
displayed. Finally, toggling Erase allows you to erase the display as required. Clicking on Refresh
will clear all lines and annotations added and return to the original image selected. The image as
amended must be saved immediately on completion of drawing and erasing, as any additions
will be lost when the display is reoriented. The Editor also offers similar facilities to draw upon
and annotate image files saved by HAMLET procedures.



Click on Save Display to save the current display as a graphic image file, for inclusion in other
documents. The Editor offers limited facilities to draw upon and annotate image files saved by
HAMLET procedures.



From the main multidimensional scaling window, click on the Files menu and select Save
scaling results, or use the corresponding speed button, to save the scaling output in a file. Click
on the Files menu and select Exit, or use the Alt+F4 key combination, to exit the scaling routine.
A prompt will automatically appear if any file contents have not been saved.

7.2.1 A note on the treatment of missing values
If multidimensional scaling detects any items in the search list for which HAMLET II Joint
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Frequencies has found no collocations in the original text, these have to be disregarded in producing
the scaling, or what is termed a ‘degenerate solution’ results. However, on completion of the scaling
process, an opportunity is nevertheless offered in saving the results, to record them as extreme
outliers in an otherwise valid final configuration, for possible later comparison with other results of
applying the same vocabulary list to other texts.
It is, for example, not improbable, if a complex, structured list of categories has been developed
theoretically for application to a number of text sources, that not all items included in the list will be
found to occur explicitly in every text considered. If, however, the user is satisfied that it is justifiable
to retain ‘absent’ items of this kind, for example, if they can plausibly be regarded as implicit or
‘latent’, rather than simply missing and disregarded, it is not necessary to restrict an investigation to
cases where all items are explicitly present.
It is then normally possible to compare a series of texts which have been considered in this way,
using Procrustean Individual Differences Scaling (PINDIS), as described in section 7.5. Where a
large number of items are missing in particular texts, however, the more limited procedure Individual
Differences Scaling (INDSCAL) has been found to be more robust for this purpose. PINDIS, however,
has the advantage that it also enables cases to be distinguished where the dimensional-weighting
model produced by INDSCAL would be superfluous ([18], p.7).
7.3 Individual Differences Scaling (INDSCAL)
When a series of texts have been analysed using comparable search lists, it is also possible to
compare the resulting co-occurrence matrices using another multidimensional scaling procedure
called INDSCAL.
This provides an internal metric analysis of a set of similarity matrices in terms of a weighted distance
model, such that each "subject" (in this case, each text source) is regarded as having a set of
dimensional weights which systematically "distort" the “group space” defined by the overall
relationships of the search list items. All the text sources are thus to be regarded as sharing a
discourse of the same basic dimensions, but potentially applying different weights to them to produce
their observed individual matrices of co-occurrences generated by HAMLET II Joint Frequencies.
The first output of an INDSCAL analysis in HAMLET II is the “subject space” in which the individual
text sources compared are represented as points, the coordinates of which are the numerical
“weights” attached to the respective dimensions of the “group space”. Each point in this space should
be interpreted as a vector drawn from the origin. The length of the vector roughly corresponds to the
proportion of the variance in the data for the text in question that is accounted for by the INDSCAL
model. A text corresponding exactly to that shown in the “group space”, where the points are the
words or categories identified in the source texts, would be situated on a line at 45° between the
axes, while one where one of the axes is of no significance at all would be situated at the zero point
on that axis. It is strictly mistaken to regard the “subject space” in a Euclidean sense. The correct way
to compare the weights applied in representing the various texts is the angle of separation between
their vectors, although those with similar weights also tend to appear closer together ([4] pp. 460262). It is, however, possible to use the matrix of arc-distances between points in the INDSCAL
subject space, as projected on a hypersphere or circle, according to the number of dimensions
calculated, for comparison using cluster analysis, in association with analysis of angular variance of
the projected vectors ([41], Chapter 13, pp 299 ff.).
As in what Procrustean Individual Differences Scaling (PINDIS) terms the “centroid” configuration,
the configuration of points in the INDSCAL group space is in effect a compromise between the
configurations of the individual texts, and may not describe exactly any one of these. Negative subject
weights, if observed and large enough not to be attributed to rounding error, suggest a substantial
error has occurred or that the model is not appropriate to the data.
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INDSCAL is an expressly dimensional model and produces a unique orientation of the axes of the
group space, in the sense that any rotation will destroy the optimality of the solution and will change
the values of the subject weights. Moreover, the distances in the group space are weighted
Euclidean, whereas those in the private spaces are simple Euclidean. Because of this, it is not
legitimate to rotate the axes of a Group Space to a more 'meaningful' orientation, as is commonly
done in the basic multidimensional scaling model. As will be seen in the following section, PINDIS
applies a series of transformations of decreasing stringency to the multidimensional scaling
configurations generated from the same matrices, in an attempt to bring them into maximal
conformity with each other, or with a hypothetical reference configuration. This allows comparison in
greater detail than is provided by INDSCAL, which may nevertheless be found useful in exploring the
overall relationships between a series of texts.
7.3.1

Using INDSCAL:

 First select a series of matrices saved from HAMLET Joint Frequencies, by clicking on their
names in the file list window. This will add the names of the files selected to the right-hand
window, after checking that the matrices match those already selected in the vocabulary items
they contain. The present version takes as its starting point the configuration produced byMDS
from the first of the matrices submitted, so that it is possible to check the stability of the solutions
obtained by varying the input order of these matrices and comparing the results.

 Then click on the Run INDSCAL button to execute the procedure. The results will be displayed in
graphic form, in three dimensions, as follows.
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The example shown here uses speeches by George W. Bush and Tony Blair on international
terrorism. (Note that all windows are re-sizable.)


Relationships between the texts must be interpreted according to the angles of separation and
lengths of the vectors representing them, which are toggled on and off in the display by clicking
on the corresponding menu item. Click on Data | Analyze subject space to apply the resources
of SUBJSTAT to analyze the arc-distances between projected vectors in the subject space (see
Section 7.5).



Click on the Next and Previous buttons to switch the display between the Subject Space,
showing the text sources, and the Group Space, combining the structures of the vocabulary items
in all three texts, subject to a dimensional-weighting model.



Clicking with the right mouse button on individual vector end-points in the Subject Spaces
displayed in INDSCAL and PINDIS opens graphic views of the underlying configurations of
the vocabulary items in the various text sources under consideration in the current analysis.
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Click on Quit or use the Alt+F4 key combination, to close the display. If an input file has been
created, or an output listing exists, these can be saved before closing the program.



The full output listing is displayed on clicking Data | View/Edit data.

7.3.2 INDSCAL example output
For the example shown above, the following detailed information is available.
This shows the progress of the iterative procedure which calculates the above configurations together
with their numerical values, followed by the correlations between scalar products formed from the
data representing the individual source texts and those implied by the INDSCAL model.
Also shown is the average correlation for all texts and a root-mean-square coefficient which indicates
the proportion of variance explained and serves as an indicator of goodness-of-fit.

INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES ANALYSIS - IN 3 DIMENSIONS.
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Normalized Subject Space
1 Blair Mar18-2003
0.5913
0.3899
2 Blair Oct02-2001
0.2161
0.3512
3 Bush Nov06-2003
0.2016
0.5208
4 Bush Sep21-2001
0.5278
0.3451

0.2097
0.6158
0.1763
0.3245

Normalized Group Space
1 demos
0.4472
2 economy
-0.1223
3 freedom
-0.3083
4 govern
0.4721
5 justice
0.3669
6 liberty
-0.4796
7 peace
-0.0247
8 people
-0.0294
9 values
-0.0041
10 war
-0.3179

-0.0996

-0.3759

0.3169

0.4853

-0.0623

0.1037

-0.3265

-0.1388

-0.0414

0.2430

-0.1754

-0.4713

0.0324

-0.3213

-0.2233

0.3700

0.8034

-0.1296

-0.2242

0.2349

Correlation between computed scores and original data
1 Blair Mar18-2003
0.7420
2 Blair Oct02-2001
0.7438
3 Bush Nov06-2003
0.5876
4 Bush Sep21-2001
0.7130
Average subject correlation 0.6966 Mean square 0.4893
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7.4 Procrustean Individual Differences Scaling (PINDIS)
Where equivalent MDS configurations have been produced for a number of different texts, it is
possible to continue the analysis by comparing these results, to produce a picture of the relationships
between the various text sources and to examine their similarities and differences in much greater
detail than is offered by the procedures described in previous sections (7.3).
PINDIS is a highly sophisticated procedure for the comparison of a series of configurations of points
in multidimensional space, of the kind produced by scaling of the matrices derived by HAMLET II
joint frequencies. It is accessed through the procedure SELECT to assemble a series of
multidimensional configurations into an appropriate input file for comparison. It can also be called
separately and provided with the name of a suitable input file already created using SELECT.
Alternatively, it can be used directly for multiple text comparisons within the fast-track procedure, as
described in section 7.6.
The results of a PINDIS analysis can conveniently be displayed in a series of graphic displays.
The first of these is the centroid configuration, produced by subjecting the original 'subject'
configurations – representing the individual texts selected for comparison - to a series of permitted
transformations while preserving the orderings of the distances between the points corresponding to
the words or categories of the input configurations. This represents a kind of median of the individual
text configurations considered, and acts as a reference point for the examination of the similarities
and differences between them. Alternatively, a hypothetical configuration supplied by the user can
be employed for this purpose, or, as described below, the first configuration entered, adopted by
default as the reference for PINDIS comparisons in the event of employing ‘latent categories’ in the
input configurations, in the sense outlined earlier.

The next plot shown is of the ‘subject space’, which shows the relationship of the original
configurations (the “subjects”) which are being compared. The plotted coordinates are the optimal
normalized dimension weights required to bring the individual subjects into conformity with the
reference configuration (i.e. multiplied by the corresponding column sums of squares of the
centroid/hypothesis). It is important to realise that this is not a Euclidean space. The meaning of
distances computed by the Euclidean distance formula in the subject space is obscure, because
each of its points is placed so that the distance from the origin denotes the communality of the
respective configuration with the reference configuration and the direction of the vector on which the
point lies represents its weighting. Moreover, the distances in the subject space are conditional on
how the target is defined. To avoid the distance interpretation between points in the subject space, it
is possible to project the points on the dimensions and interpret the weights for each dimension
separately (Borg and Groenen, 2005, p.461). Alternatively, arc-distances ([41] chapter 13, pp.299ff)
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between points in the subject space can be submitted to cluster analysis and analysis of angular
variance of the groups identified (see Section 7.5).
It remains then to examine in turn the individual configurations, as transformed and re-scaled
by PINDIS, to determine the extent and source(s) of specific departures from the centroid/initial
configuration. Clicking with the right mouse button on individual vector end-points in the Subject
Space directly displays graphic representations of the underlying configurations of the vocabulary
items for the various text sources under consideration. Where variables have been treated as
‘latent categories’ in the relevant input configuration (as described in section 7.2.1) the attention
of the user is explicitly drawn to this and the outliers (marked [L]) remain clearly visible at all
times in the results.

The individual configurations have been submitted to a succession of decreasingly stringent
distortions, the results of which serve to highlight the precise nature of these departures. Although
these results may initially appear confusing, they are clearly labelled and will become clearer with
experience. The simple example given below, comparing three configurations containing a limited
number of variables, should help to clarify how to read this necessarily extensive numerical
information.
After estimating the fit achieved by attaching differing weights to the dimensions, and by combining
this with differing dimensional orientations (correlations) – transformations which may already be
familiar from comparing results derived by factor analysis - the Lingoes/Borg model goes on to
examine the effects of allowing differing weights and orientations (expressed as directional cosines)
for the vectors representing the individual words of the vocabulary list in this case. Substantial
differences at this level will immediately highlight differences in the contextual relationships of
individual words in the texts compared.
The final set of transformations applied in the model, included here for the sake of completeness,
allows both dimensional and vector weights to differ, but it is unlikely that this will lend itself to
convincing interpretation in application to data derived from textual analysis.
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7.4.1 Accessing PINDIS via SELECT
SELECT may be used to assemble a series of multidimensional scaling configurations for
comparison using PINDIS (Procrustean Individual Differences Scaling ) and automatically offers to
call PINDIS to compare the configurations selected.



Files containing configurations produced by multidimensional scaling can be selected from the list
displayed. Their content is shown in the adjacent window. Click on Select configuration to save
this in a new or existing input file for comparison using PINDIS. If more than one configuration
has been added to an input file, this can optionally be submitted to PINDIS immediately without
closing SELECT. The same window can also be used to view the contents of saved PINDIS
(.inp) input files.



Alternatively click on Full view to see a full graphic display of the configuration selected:



Use the keys indicated to rotate and zoom the display.



Click on the Data menu to see the MDS output data being displayed in detail and check the point
contributions to stress and Shepard diagram; Save display to save the graphic.



Clicking on an individual point will highlight its attached label,



Click on Select configuration to add the configuration displayed to a file to be saved for
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comparison using PINDIS.



Close the display and return to the SELECT window to continue.

7.4.2 Accessing PINDIS separately
PINDIS can also be called separately and provided with the name of a suitable input file already
created using SELECT. Alternatively, it can be used directly as part of the fast-track procedure for
multiple text comparisons, as described in section 7.6. This can be another source for creating and
saving input files in the format required for submission to PINDIS.
At File name : enter the name of a PINDIS input file to be read, or click on the Files menu and select
Open file or Reopen to look for it. Alternatively, use the corresponding speed button or Alt+key
combination.
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When a valid file name is entered, you will be prompted to say if you want to use hypothesis
configuration as the reference for comparison instead of the centroid, which is the default
option here.



If you opt to use a hypothesis configuration you must enter the co-ordinates to be employed in
the following window (by default, the values for the first subject configuration are displayed when
the window is opened):
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The results automatically appear as a series of graphic displays, as described above. Use the
buttons shown to rotate and zoom the configuration displayed. Click on Next and Prev(ious) to cycle
through the various configurations of the current PINDIS output, including the individual ( “subject”)
configurations as transformed in the analysis. For ease of viewing, with the exception of the subject
space, configurations are re-scaled according to the largest absolute co-ordinate value.
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Some basic drawing functions are toggled on and off by clicking on their respective buttons on
the toolbar. When they are operative, a hand pointer cursor appears, which is changed back to
the default arrow cursor when the facility is toggled off again. Toggling Draw allows freehand
drawing on the display with the mouse button depressed, to highlight features of interest.
Toggling Line draws straight lines, from a point where a mouse button is depressed to a point
where it is lifted. Toggling Ellipse draws the ellipse within a notional rectangle outlined by using
the mouse in a similar manner. Line Colour and Line Thickness allow you to change the colour
and thickness in pixels of lines drawn. Clicking Text causes a box to appear to enter text. On
closing this box, move the mouse to the position required and press a mouse button to add the
text to the image displayed. Finally, toggling Erase allows you to erase the display as required.
Clicking on Refresh will clear all lines and annotations added and return to the original image
selected. The image as amended must be saved immediately on completion of drawing and
erasing, as any additions will be lost when the display is reoriented. The Editor also offers similar
facilities to draw upon and annotate image files saved by HAMLET procedures.



Clicking on individual points will highlight their labels. Clicking on Restore will restore the display
to its original appearance.



Click on the menu item Labels to adjust the maximum number of characters of the words
displayed as point labels. Click on a point in the display to highlight its label.
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Click on Grid to toggle the internal lines on the horizontal plane on and off as preferred.



With a mouse button depressed, drag the pointer to a new location and release the mouse
button again to move the display around inside the window, to be able to concentrate on
particular parts of it.



Click on Data|View/Edit Data to see the full PINDIS results file.



Click on Data|Analyze subject space to apply the resources of SUBJSTAT to analyze the arcdistances between projected vectors in the subject space (see Section 7.5).



Click on Save Display to save the current display as a graphic image file, for inclusion in other
documents. The Editor also offers limited facilities to draw on and annotate image files saved by
HAMLET procedures



Close the display to return to the main PINDIS window. Click on the Files menu and select
Exit, or use the Alt+F4 key combination, to exit the program. A prompt will appear if any file
contents have not been saved.

7.4.2.1 Using a hypothesis configuration as a starting point
As a final stage in an investigation, PINDIS also lends itself well to testing goodness of fit of observed
configurations to a hypothetical or theoretically determined representation, which may be input to take
the place of the centroid which is otherwise determined initially. Care is needed that any hypothetical
configuration employed has the same format as the various 'subject' configurations which are to be
compared to it, i.e. co-ordinates must always be entered for the same number of vocabulary items
('stimuli') as was used in the original MDS configurations, and always for all three dimensions
requested, even if the values for one or even two of these are to be all zero. In this way, the methods
described here can be employed strictly in the development of theoretical models of the structures of
associations of ideas as they appear in texts of various kinds.
7.4.2.2 Statistical tests
Langeheine(1980)[36] describes tests of significance to permit the evaluation both of single
transformations in PINDIS and of improvements in fit between the various transformations. His
tables offer criterion values to test the hypothesis that the fit obtained could be generated by
purely random configurations.

7.4.3 An example to illustrate the use of PINDIS
The following simple illustration compares the MINISSA configurations for three versions of the
hamlet.txt file which has appeared elsewhere in these notes. These are plain text files intended to
describe earlier versions of the software in the course of its development.
The input data are as follows:
1
context* -0.170
dimension* 1.018

Text 1
2
0.278
0.391

3
0.144
0.435

Text 2
1
2
3
-0.331 0.271 -0.054
0.904 0.655 0.613
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1
-0.319
0.757

Text 3
2
0.338
0.765

3
0.194
0.381

frequenc* 0.058
hamlet
-0.167
joint
0.023
MINISSA
0.772
scaling
0.606
text
-0.576
vocabulary-0.982
word*
-0.583

-0.430
0.459
-0.278
-0.468
0.053
0.378
-0.388
0.004

-0.210
0.184
-0.129
-0.089
0.142
0.076
-0.430
-0.125

0.205
-0.158
0.026
0.888
0.744
-0.591
-1.096
-0.590

-0.377
0.424
-0.405
-0.296
0.069
0.200
-0.525
-0.016

-0.004
0.025
-0.094
0.328
0.352
-0.219
-0.663
-0.282

0.002
-0.280
-0.004
1.011
0.694
-0.471
-0.989
-0.401

-0.510
0.179
-0.243
-0.470
0.161
0.175
-0.242
-0.152

-0.277
0.110
-0.132
-0.295
0.059
0.114
-0.089
-0.065

for which the centroid has the following appearance:

For ease of viewing, this has been rescaled according to the largest absolute coordinate value
present, as is shown by clicking on Data to display the underlying values, as follows:
Centroid configuration - centred and normed
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10



context*
dimension*
frequenc*
hamlet
joint
MINISSA
scaling
text*
vocabulary
word*

-0.1170
0.3727
0.0417
-0.0890
0.0077
0.3798
0.2849
-0.2337
-0.4272
-0.2199

0.1255
0.2507
-0.1841
0.1465
-0.1250
-0.1777
0.0376
0.1050
-0.1536
-0.0249

0.0420
0.1946
-0.0748
0.0433
-0.0532
-0.0060
0.0715
0.0006
-0.1607
-0.0572

Clicking on Next displays the subject space, showing that when the three scaling solutions
have been transformed by rotation, translation and dilation into the closest possible
conformity with the centroid, texts one and two appear to be more similar while text three may
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be better represented in only two dimensions.

 Clicking on Data|View/edit data displays the corresponding normalized dimension weights
Normalized Dimension Weights
Subject
1 **** HAMLET.txt
2 **** HAMLET2.txt
3 **** HAMLET3.txt
Mean
Communality

Communality
0.9842
0.9883
0.9659
0.9794

1
0.7945
0.8481
0.8119

2
0.4682
0.3449
0.5537

3
0.3657
0.3873
0.0041

0.6700

0.2149

0.0946

 Clicking on Next and Prev(ious) allows the results of the PINDIS transformations for each ‘subject’
to be examined successively in detail. Configurations for individual points can be viewed directly
using the cursor by clicking using the right mouse button on a point of particular interest.
By examining the numerical results in detail, particularly those of the ‘vector’ model, which allows
individual points within each text to vary in distance and direction from the origin, as indicated by their
vector weights (lengths) and cosines, it is sometimes possible to identify specific stimuli in explaining
overall differences between configurations which are being compared. In the present example,
based on three different descriptions of earlier versions of the Hamlet program, the main difference
apparent is that the third text has a practically zero weighting for the third dimension in the
dimensional weighting model. Beyond this, the vector cosines in the vector weighting model are
nearly all very close to 1.0, indicating that the directions can be regarded as essentially the same for
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each text, and the slightly more variable vector weights in this model for the third text point to
differences of emphasis on ‘Hamlet’, ‘joint’ and ‘context’ compared with the terms concerned with
scaling. Allowing an additional slight shift in their perspective origins shows them to be, after all,
virtually identical.
-----------------****

Analytic Solutions for Individual Configurations

****
****

Configuration for Subject
File HAMLET.txt

1)

1

****

****

Similarity Transformations

Normed scalar for unconditional weights:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

context*
dimension*
frequenc*
hamlet
joint
MINISSA
scaling
text*
vocabulary
word*

-0.0853
0.4115
0.0445
-0.0914
0.0224
0.3479
0.2538
-0.2608
-0.3963
-0.2463

Fit of subject to centroid <P0> --2)

3)

S(Z,X) =

0.1164
0.2190
-0.1873
0.1948
-0.1214
-0.1724
0.0502
0.1413
-0.2161
-0.0245

0.958374

<P1>/<P2>

---

1.2604
0.9948

S(ZW,X) =

0.984179

Perspective Models - Vector Weighting

Translation of Individual Configuration:
-0.0848
-0.0661
-0.0504
Stimuli:
Vector Weights:
1 context*
1.0063
2 dimension*
0.9765
3 frequenc*
0.9965
4 hamlet
1.3628
5 joint
0.9652
6 MINISSA
0.8607
7 scaling
0.7125
8 text*
1.2196
9 vocabulary
1.0561
10 word*
1.1752
Fit
4)
Fit

****

0.0496
0.1884
-0.0742
0.0606
-0.0453
-0.0102
0.0683
0.0109
-0.1857
-0.0625

Dimensional-weighting Transformations

Dimensional Weights:
0.9684
1.0031
Dimensional Correlations:
0.9947
0.9828
Fit

1.001953

<P3>

---

S(VZ,X)=

0.991436

Perspective Origin of Subject 1
0.0701
0.0798
0.0438
<P4>

---

S(VZ[i],X)=

0.995535

Configuration for Subject

2
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****

Vector Cosines:
0.9993
0.9995
0.9969
0.9910
0.9979
0.9982
0.9954
0.9966
0.9933
0.9988

****
1)

File HAMLET2.txt
Similarity Transformations

Normed scalar for unconditional weights:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

context*
dimension*
frequenc*
hamlet
joint
MINISSA
scaling
text*
vocabulary
word*

-0.1277
0.3939
0.0752
-0.0559
0.0003
0.3601
0.3093
-0.2398
-0.4698
-0.2456

Fit of subject to centroid <P0> --2)

1.120353

S(Z,X) =

0.1006
0.2201
-0.1386
0.1556
-0.1459
-0.1195
0.0142
0.0807
-0.1707
0.0036

0.0294
0.1851
-0.0463
0.0527
-0.0645
0.0174
0.0644
-0.0117
-0.1768
-0.0496

0.957134

Dimensional-weighting Transformations

Dimensional Weights:
1.0338
0.7390
Dimensional Correlations:
0.9973
0.9825
Fit

<P1>/<P2>

3)

---

1.3348
0.9886

S(ZW,X) =

0.988291

Perspective Models - Vector Weighting

Translation of Individual Configuration:
-0.0714
-0.0675
-0.0480
Stimuli:
Vector Weights:
1 context*
1.1243
2 dimension*
0.9660
3 frequenc*
0.7929
4 hamlet
0.9670
5 joint
1.1105
6 MINISSA
0.8246
7 scaling
1.0306
8 text*
1.0825
9 vocabulary
1.1110
10 word*
1.0910
Fit

<P3>

4)

---

S(VZ,X)=

Vector Cosines:
0.9854
0.9992
0.9972
0.9935
0.9976
0.9941
0.9983
0.9954
1.0000
0.9921

0.993322

Perspective Origin of Subject 2
-0.2459
-0.4138
-0.2368

Fit

<P4>

****
****
1)

---

S(VZ[i],X)=

0.997773

Configuration for Subject
File HAMLET3.txt

3

****

Similarity Transformations

Normed scalar for unconditional weights:
1
2
3
4
5

context*
dimension*
frequenc*
hamlet
joint

1.000000
-0.1379
0.3126
0.0055
-0.1198
0.0005
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0.1595
0.3130
-0.2262
0.0891
-0.1077

0.0471
0.2102
-0.1040
0.0164
-0.0499

6
7
8
9
10

MINISSA
scaling
text*
vocabulary
word*

0.4313
0.2916
-0.2005
-0.4154
-0.1679

Fit of subject to centroid <P0> --2)

3)

0.937230

<P1>/<P2>

---

0.0143
0.9384

S(ZW,X) =

0.965868

Perspective Models - Vector Weighting

Translation of Individual Configuration:
-0.0036
-0.0792
-0.0396
Stimuli:
Vector Weights:
1 context*
0.8557
2 dimension*
1.0769
3 frequenc*
1.1926
4 hamlet
0.6987
5 joint
0.9081
6 MINISSA
1.3089
7 scaling
1.2630
8 text*
0.6959
9 vocabulary
0.8182
10 word*
0.7361
Fit
4)
Fit

-0.0252
0.0817
0.0026
-0.1195
-0.0596

Dimensional-weighting Transformations

Dimensional Weights:
0.9896
1.1864
Dimensional Correlations:
0.9922
0.9633
Fit

S(Z,X) =

-0.2413
0.0485
0.0930
-0.0740
-0.0538

<P3>

---

S(VZ,X)=

Vector Cosines:
0.9624
0.9970
0.9998
0.9244
0.9860
0.9996
0.9998
0.9999
0.9920
0.9619

0.986050

Perspective Origin of Subject 3
0.0141
0.1196
0.0540
<P4>

---

S(VZ[i],X)=

Normalized Dimension Weights
Subject
1 **** HAMLET.txt
2 **** HAMLET2.txt
3 **** HAMLET3.txt
Mean
Communality
---

0.991977
Communality
0.9842
0.9883
0.9659
0.9794

1
0.7945
0.8481
0.8119

2
0.4682
0.3449
0.5537

3
0.3657
0.3873
0.0041

0.6700

0.2149

0.0946

Table of Subject Communalities for PINDIS Transformations ---

Transformation
<P0>
<P1>
<P2>
<P3>
<P4>
Z,X[i] ZW[i],X[i] Z[i]W[i],X[i] V[i]Z,X[i] V[i]Z[i],X[i]
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------1
2
3
Mean

0.96
0.96
0.94
0.95

0.98
0.99
0.97
0.98

0.98
0.99
0.97
0.98

0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99

1.00
1.00
0.99
1.00

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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The centroid/hypothesis has not been optimally rotated (<P1> and <P2>
become identical).
--------------------------------

For further discussion of these procedures, see the references below, especially Davies and Coxon
(1982)[21], Borg and Groenen (2005)[4], Brier and Hopp (2011)[9a], Brier, De Giorgi and
Hopp(2016)[9b].

7.5

Analysis of subject spaces

An additional procedure, SUBJSTAT, based on an original suggestion by Forrest W. Young
(Schiffman et al., [41] pp. 314-318) is provided to assist in interpreting the subject spaces produced
by PINDIS and INDSCAL. As noted earlier (pp.38-39, 54), it is required because these ‘spaces’
consist of vectors, each representing an item in the subject space, which strictly need to be
compared in terms of their angular separation. It is mistaken to regard these spaces as Euclidean
(see [4] pp. 460--462) and can lead to mis-interpretation of results.
If the items in the subject space can be assigned to a set of a priori groups SUBJSTAT provides a
means of summarising to the differences between them in terms of their weighting of the dimensions
of the space. The mean direction of a set of vectors is the mean of the normalized subject weights
which it contains, and is used to calculate the mean resultant for the set of vectors. Subtracting this
measure from 1.0 yields an index of angular variation of a set of directed vectors, with the important
property that the total angular variation can be separated into within-group and between-group
components, analogous to the property of normal variance applied in analysis of variance. However,
if the weights are all positive, as in the case of these subject spaces, the maximum value is
dependent upon the dimensionality of the subject space. Mardia[38] proposed a transformation of the
index of angular variation to yield values in the range 0 to infinity, called the circular standard
deviation index. SUBJSTAT produces as, descriptive statistics, the resultant lengths, standard
deviations and mean directions (in dimension coordinates), followed by an analysis of angular
variation (ANAVA).
Unfortunately there is no ANAVA analogue of two-way or multiple-way analysis of variance. It is
necessary to perform several separate one-way ANAVAs, assuming that there is no interaction
between them, but there is no way to check the validity of this assumption. In addition, it seems
unlikely that the distributional assumptions of the null-hypothesis test originally proposed are met by
directional data from weighted multidimensional models as the individual weights are constrained to
being nonnegative (Jones, [37]). An F-test for ANAVA also assumes that angular variation within
groups is homogeneous, and the significance level is accurate only when the observations (i.e.\ the
subject weights) are independently distributed, which is not generally the case with these results.
However, the weights entered can be considered conditionally independent, at least when the
stimulus configuration is obtained from a hypothesized stimulus space which has been used to
compute the weights.
SUBJSTAT calculates the arc-distances between the end points of the normalized subject vectors, as
an appropriate measure for the analysis of the distances between subjects in the subject space. It
also reports the arc distances between individual subjects and the means for the groups to which
they may have been assigned. These can then be submitted to non-metric or metric multidimensional scaling (Section 6 above) to obtain a graphical representation of the subjects in a
Euclidean space, if this is preferred.
Finally, SUBJSTAT offers to apply the hierarchical and non-hierarchical clustering procedures
described above (see pages 26-29) to produce partitions of the subjects according to the similarities
in their arc-differences. This may support, or suggest possible changes to, a priori allocations to
groups which may have been made when the data were first input.
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On closing the SUBJSTAT procedure, you can save the various results files which it has displayed,
but not the arc-distances matrices for input to MINISSA, as this could lead to misleading results if
they were to be submitted to further analysis separately in HAMLET II.

8. Multiple text comparison ( a fast-track procedure for more advanced users)
When a search list has been developed which it is considered can be applied reliably without further
amendment to a series of comparable texts, it is possible to compare them directly, simply by
selecting the file names and specifying the context unit and other optional settings to be applied. With
a bit of experience, this allows you to speed up the process of comparing larger numbers of
documents, without the need to examine each one individually in detail. The files generated in
applying this procedure can also conveniently be saved to avoid having to re-calculate them every
time they are required in subsequent analyses.
As when using HAMLET II Joint Frequencies on individual text files, statistics are first generated for
individual and joint frequencies of items in a specified search list, expressed in the specified unit of
context, for each of the text files selected. The individual and joint frequencies for each of these files
are stored in a log file produced by the program for later consultation

When applying PINDIS or INDSCAL in this procedure, the resulting matrices of standardised joint
frequencies for the individual texts, expressed using the Jaccard or Sokal coefficient according to the
options selected for the analysis, are then automatically compared according to the method selected
by clicking the corresponding button in the form shown above.
Matrices consisting of the profiles of category or word frequencies for the texts can also be submitted
to singular value decomposition and correspondence analysis for purposes of comparing the texts
selected.
Each procedure first prompts for the name of a vocabulary file to apply to the texts selected:
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Its contents are listed, and an opportunity is provided to edit them further using the vocabulary editor,
before continuing.

When applying PINDIS and INDSCAL, it is necessary to specify a unit of context to be applied in the
options window:
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is applied to the series of configurations obtained by multidimensional scaling of the matrices of cooccurrences calculated for each of the files nominated, as described in section 7.4 above, beginning
with the following prompt:

As noted elsewhere (section 7.2.1, p.41), if the multidimensional scaling procedures detect any items
in the common search list for which there are no collocations in the original documents, these have to
be disregarded in producing the scaling, or what is termed a ‘degenerate solution’ will result.
However, on completion of the scaling process in the routine described here, these are automatically
recorded as extreme outliers to preserve comparability when applying PINDIS and are regarded as
‘latent items’ in the relevant texts.
Where such items are detected, PINDIS will offer to use the configuration for the first of the text files
considered as its reference point (or ‘hypothetical configuration’). This provides a precaution in case
the procedure applied to ‘latent items’ produces seriously misleading results. The order of selection of
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the texts to be compared should be varied and the analysis repeated several times to investigate the
effect of changing the point of reference, before attempting to interpret the results reported. These
are described in detail in section 7.4, p.50 ff.
Individual Differences Scaling (INDSCAL) can be automatically applied directly to the collection of
matrices of joint frequencies and proves to be more robust against items for which there are no
collocations in the original texts. When the matrices of joint frequencies for all the texts to be
considered have been generated, INDSCAL simply prompts for the number of dimensions to be
employed in the weighted-dimensional solution before displaying the results as described above in
section 6.4.1 on page 43 ([37], pp. 314--318).
The matrices and scaling results corresponding to the individual texts, as well as the input and output
files generated in applying PINDIS and INDSCAL, can all be saved on closing this procedure. The
matrices and scaling results will be placed in the same directory as the text sources.
Singular Value Decomposition(MDPREF) and Correspondence Analysis are applied to the
appropriate transformations of the matrix of frequency profiles of the items of the specified search list
in each of the texts selected, and simply prompt for the number of dimensions to display, as in the
following comparisons of speeches by Bush, Blair and Schroeder between 2001 and 2003. The
matrix of profiles can be saved for further use, as required.
The resulting configurations are automatically displayed in graphic form. SVD results are interpreted
by the 90 degree projections of the search terms on unit vectors representing the text sources,
corresponding to their ‘scores’ for the respective texts. The vectors show the distribution of
similarities between the texts. The arc-distances between the vectors can be analysed by
SUBJSTAT (section 7.5), as with other “subject spaces” in PINDIS and INDSCAL.
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The conventional representation of a correspondence analysis imposes two different configurations
on the same axes, one for the rows and one for the columns of the matrix of text profiles, shown in
different colours. It cannot be too strongly emphasised that it is NOT generally admissible to try to
interpret inter-point distances between row and column items without first checking that the overall
variance is adequately represented in the number of dimensions displayed. (See Greenacre
(1989)[25]).
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9. Latent Dirichlet Allocation for the discovery of latent topics
Unlike the other procedures in HAMLET II which are based on examining the relationships between
pairs of items identified from a vocabulary list or search dictionary according to their co-occurrences
in the textual material to be analysed, Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei et al (2003)[2] is
concerned with the classification of pieces of text for purposes of indexing and retrieval according to
the latent topics which they are supposed to contain. The topics allocated are not necessarily open to
interpretation in themselves, as long as the text sources are reliably classifiable by their application.
The results are open to visualization by applying singular value decomposition or correspondence
analysis (see Section 5.) in an appropriate number of dimensions (see Section 5), and can form the
basis of a provisional vocabulary list file for comparison with the results of applying the same
categories in HAMLET II joint frequencies (See Section 3.1 and pages 21-23 above).
It will soon become apparent that, on an average PC, this routine can be very demanding of both
computing time and resources. Although it may appear to be taking an unusually long time compared
with other HAMLET II routines, the estimation process is still in progress as long as the time elapsed
displayed continues to increase.
A Bayesian estimation procedure applies a simple generation model to a number of texts or to the
assembly of sentences or other context units specified within a single text. This assumes that each
word considered in a document is generated first by sampling a topics from the corresponding topic
distribution, then choosing a word from the distribution of words in the topic in question.
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The model specifies the following distribution over words within a document, where T is the number
of topics:

Using φ(j) to represent the multinomial distribution over words for topic j and θ (d) the multinomial
distribution over topics for document d , these indicate, respectively, which words are important for
each topic and which topics are important for a particular document.
Blei, Ng and Jordan (2003)[2] proposed introducing a Dirichlet prior on θ, calling the result Latent
Dirichlet Allocation.
The probability density of a T-dimensional Dirichlet distribution,

depends on an array of hyper-parameters (α1 .... αT), which can be understood as the prior
observation count for the number of times topic j is sampled in a document before having observed
any actual words from that document. The result is a smoothed topic distribution with the amount of
smoothing determined by the α parameter.
They additionally proposed placing a symmetric Dirichlet prior β on φ, representing the prior
observation count of the number of times words are sampled from a topic before any word from the
text corpus is observed, resulting in a smoothed word distribution in every topic. They recommend
the uniform values α =50/T and β=0.01, which have been found to work well with many different
text collections.
All word tokens contained in the text corpus are first randomly assigned to one of a specified number
of topics. A Gibbs sampling procedure then considers each word token in the text corpus in turn and
estimates the probability of assigning it to each topic, conditional on the topic assignments to all other
word tokens. From this conditional distribution, a topic is sampled and stored as a new topic
assignment for this word token, according to the following approximation (from Griffiths and Steyvers
(2004)[28])

where CWT and CDT are matrices consisting of the numbers of words by texts and documents by
texts respectively. In the expression above, the left side is the probability of word w under topic j and
the right side is the probability that topic j has under the current topic distribution for document d.
Words are therefore assigned to topics depending on how likely a word is for a topic, as well as how
dominant a topic is in a document. This learning process is repeated until the estimated distributions
of probabilities have reached an acceptable level of stability.
Estimates φ’ and θ’ of the word-topic distributions and topic-document distributions can be obtained
from the count matrices as follows:
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These values correspond to the predictive distributions of sampling a new token of word i from topic j
and of sampling a new token in document d from topic j. They are also the posterior means of these
quantities conditional on a particular sample z.
For a highly accessible account of this approach, please refer to Steyvers and Griffiths (2003)[44].

9.1 Using Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)

Clicking on the names of the text files displayed from the directory selected enters their names in the
right-hand window, which it is possible to edit as required, if necessary to delete or amend individual
file names.
A single document may be considered as up to 3000 context units, defined by the user. Alternatively,
a series of documents, each containing a maximum of 20000 words can be compared. In each case,
the program is subject to an overall limit of 60000 words.

 Clicking Stoplist from LDA enables creation and editing of a stoplist to be applied in reading
the texts selected, or opening an existing stoplist file. Default stoplist files can be selected
for several of the languages currently offered in HAMLET II. Stoplists can be edited here as
required - clicking on List words in text when the stoplist editing window is displayed will
open a parallel listing of the words present in any available text file, from which additional
items can be dragged and dropped as desired into the stoplist window. As when using the
Vocabulary list editor, if editing an existing stop-list file, the contents of which are already
displayed, the words shown automatically exclude all entries already present in the editor.
This is particularly useful in developing stop-lists to take account of exploratory results
saved in a log file from LDA.
It is also possible to choose to ignore numerals and all words occurring once only. This will reduce
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the time necessary for the discovery of collocations at the risk of missing some significant terms,
according to the nature of the text(s) under consideration. A separate Stop-list editor with a similar
appearance to the Vocabulary list editor is also available from the main Tools menu for more
detailed work in the preparation of stop-list files.
You may later use the menu item Clear selection to remove the selected text file names and clear
the current stoplist selection, to re-enter any of the above information.

Clicking Continue in the stoplist editing window enables any changes to be saved before returning to
the main LDA window. The program will then read the selected texts, applying the stoplist selected.
If no stoplist is currently selected, prompts will appear offering to apply a default stoplist for the
language option selected, or to select another existing *.stp file. It is also possible to choose to ignore
all numerals encountered when reading the specified text(s) and all word tokens occurring only once.
You will be prompted to enter the number of topics to be allocated, which may be any number from 2
to 25. To discover the largest possible number of topics which can be allocated for particular text
input, it is necessary to repeat the process, increasing the number requested until the advice appears
that the maximum has probably been exceeded.
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Since the allocation process depends upon pseudo-random numbers, it is advisable to verify this by
re-starting the program, in case it is the result of an unfortunate assignment of the starting point of
your computer's pseudo-random number generator. This kind of instability is unfortunately
unavoidable in applying Bayesian methods on relatively small computers. The allocation routine can
also be very demanding of computing resources and may take a long time to complete, compared
with the other routines in HAMLET II. To interrupt its operation at any time, press Escape or click
on the display when the progress indicator is shown.
If, after a suitable ‘burn in’ period, the probability estimates in successive iterations of the Gibbs
sampler process converge, the topics allocated will be displayed as follows:

Alternatively, the process will pause at intervals, showing the number of iterations completed together
with the degree of convergence present between successive iterations, and displaying buttons
inviting you to continue the process or finish it at the stage currently indicated.
For convenience in making use of the results, if the number of unique words identified exceeds 50, as
it is likely to do in the majority of applications, the user is prompted to specify a number of words,
between 10 and 100, to retain for visualization by singular value decomposition (SVD). This number
of words will then be recorded by reading across successive rows of the allocated topics as displayed
above, which are arranged in descending order of probability of the words they contain.
A log file containing all of the above results will then be displayed, and can be annotated and saved
for further reference, as required.
The following information is extracted from the full results listing for the example illustrated :
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HAMLET II - Computer-assisted Text Analysis - 22.09.2010 23:43:49
=================================================================
Latent Dirichlet Allocation of topics in selected texts
Reading files ...
applying the stoplist
C:\Programme\HAMLET II Site Copy\hamlet_demo.stp ...
ignoring numerals ...
1: C:\Delphi 3 sources\HAMLET II\LDA\HAMLET.txt
715 words are ignored from the stoplist
696 words are retained
2: C:\Delphi 3 sources\HAMLET II\LDA\HAMLET2.txt
715 words are ignored from the stoplist
693 words are retained
3: C:\Delphi 3 sources\HAMLET II\LDA\HAMLET3.txt
715 words are ignored from the stoplist
663 words are retained
A total of 2052 words are identified from the text corpus for
further analysis, of which 118 are unique tokens.
118 tokens are initially randomly assigned to one of 5 topics ...
Commencing Gibbs sampler process ...
Process halted after 501 iterations

95 % convergence

Time elapsed : 00:02:47
...................
...................
118 unique tokens are identified from the text corpus, of which
the top 20 are retained for further analysis.
Summary of topics allocated
Topic 1
VOCABULARY
CONTEXT
WORD
SCALING

0,202
0,183
0,166
0,111

Topic 2
WORDS
FREQUENCIES
UNIT
CHARACTER

0,332
0,123
0,079
0,051

Topic 3
HAMLET
LIST
MINISSA
RESULTS

0,217
0,209
0,082
0,067

Topic 4
FILE
JOINT

0,291
0,190
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CHARACTERS
CONFIGURATION

0,130
0,051

Topic 5
TEXT
ANALYSIS
COMPARE
WORDLIST

0,371
0,142
0,065
0,058

The document profiles by words are saved for further analysis
23:58:30
C:\Programme\HAMLET II Site Copy\documents by words.xpr

22.09.2010

HAMLET
20 7 18 10 7 26 40 17 32 27 29 12 9 16 52 11 28 24 8 48
HAMLET2
20 7 18 10 7 26 41 17 30 27 29 12 10 16 52 11 28 24 8 45
HAMLET3
19 7 18 10 7 24 40 17 28 25 29 10 9 14 50 11 28 21 8 45
HAMLET II - Computer-assisted Text Analysis - 22.09.2010 23:58:37
=================================================================

----------------------------------Notice that it is possible for the same word to have been allocated to more than one of the listed
topics, which the originators of the procedure claim enables the process to take account of possible
polysemy occurring in the text corpus.
Word tokens appearing in the topics initially allocated which have no obvious relevance to the sense
of the text in relation to the purpose of the investigation, or are not open to interpretation in any useful
way, may be added to the stoplist currently in use, and the allocation process repeated. In this way, it
is possible to refine the process by excluding superfluous tokens from consideration.
These results may be visualized by singular value decomposition (see Section 6 above) of the
matrix of documents by words.
The word-space in the following two-dimensional visualisation has become too compressed in its
central area to allow much differentiation, but it is clear that the three texts considered are very
similar indeed. The texts are represented as vectors in the Euclidean space representing the
relationships between the word tokens, so that the orthogonal projections of the various words on the
respective vectors (the “second score matrix” in the following output listing) can be interpreted as the
relative significance of the words in the profiles of the individual texts. The measure of fit employed is
the Pearson correlation of these “scores” to the transformed input profile values.

---------------------------SVD solution in 2 dimensions
*****************************
Second score matrix
Texts \ Tokens
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HAMLET
HAMLET2
HAMLET3

ANALYSIS CHARACTER CHARACTERS COMPARE CONFIGURATION
-0.034
-0.261
-0.071
-0.209
-0.261
-0.035
-0.259
-0.067
-0.207
-0.259
-0.036
-0.253
-0.055
-0.199
-0.253

HAMLET
HAMLET2
HAMLET3

CONTEXT
0.072
0.067
0.055

FILE
0.317
0.325
0.345

HAMLET
HAMLET2
HAMLET3

LIST
0.119
0.126
0.144

MINISSA
-0.170
-0.178
-0.197

HAMLET
HAMLET2
HAMLET3

UNIT
-0.192
-0.189
-0.181

VOCABULARY
0.102
0.108
0.126

FREQUENCIES HAMLET
-0.088
0.164
-0.084
0.153
-0.073
0.123
RESULTS
-0.219
-0.217
-0.214
WORD
0.039
0.029
0.002

**** Pearson correlation of the first and second score matrices =

The plotted values are as follows:
Column matrix
1 ANALYSIS
-0.0349 -0.0152
2 CHARACTER
-0.2579 0.0924
3 CHARACTERS
-0.0641 0.1871
4 COMPARE
-0.2050 0.1183
5 CONFIGURATION
-0.2579 0.0924
6 CONTEXT
0.0648 -0.1831
7 FILE
0.3292 0.3194
8 FREQUENCIES
-0.0818 0.1785
9 HAMLET
0.1467 -0.4565
10 JOINT
0.0824 -0.1745
11 LIST
0.1296 0.2818
12 MINISSA
-0.1818 -0.3036
13 RESULTS
-0.2168 0.0527
14 SCALING
-0.1114 -0.2692
15 TEXT
0.5227 0.0406
16 UNIT
-0.1874 0.1269
17 VOCABULARY
0.1120 0.2732
18 WORD
0.0235 -0.4198
19 WORDLIST
-0.2403 0.1010
20 WORDS
0.4286 -0.0424
Rows matrix
1 HAMLET
2 HAMLET2
3 HAMLET3

0.9993 -0.0374
0.9999 -0.0135
0.9987 0.0509
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SCALING
-0.101
-0.108
-0.125
WORDLIST
-0.244
-0.242
-0.235

JOINT
0.089
0.085
0.073
TEXT
0.521
0.522
0.524
WORDS
0.430
0.429
0.426

0.99972 ****

The arc-distances between the vectors identified above can be analysed by saving the results and
submitting them separately to SUBJSTAT (see section 7.5), as with other “subject spaces” in PINDIS
and INDSCAL.
The LDA procedure also offers the option to apply correspondence analysis (see Section 5) to the
matrix of document profiles by words.
In the following example, it is necessary to examine the full output listing to see that the three texts
included are actually very similar, and that the locations of the points representing the texts are
unrelated to those representing the word tokens. This shows the limitations of the joint-plotting
conventions of correspondence analysis when compared with those of SVD(MDPREF).
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These results can be contrasted with the information available by applying procrustean individual
differences scaling (PINDIS) to the same texts, as described in Section 7.2.2.
In addition, the text profiles by tokens may be listed as descending clusters by Michael Brusco’s
procedure BBDIAM (see above Section 4.1):
OPTIMISED BRANCH-AND-BOUND CLUSTERING
HAMLET II - LDA TEXT PROFILES BY TOKENS
Partitioning into

1 TO 3

1: cluster(s)
---------------

clusters
minimum diameter

19.45

minimum diameter

1.00

1) HAMLET, HAMLET2, HAMLET3
2: cluster(s)
---------------
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1) HAMLET
2) HAMLET2, HAMLET3
3: cluster(s)
---------------

minimum diameter

0.00

1) HAMLET
2) HAMLET2
3) HAMLET3

----------------------------------------

To be able to carry out the above procedures of visualisation and clustering, it is not necessary for
there to be an interpretation of the ‘latent topics’ which have been discovered, in the sense of the
research interest of the user. The topics themselves serve only as a means of identifying word tokens
for use in the efficient retrieval of the information present. If, however, a plausible interpretation is
considered to be available, it may be useful to save the topics containing the set of words retained,
as a provisional vocabulary file for use with other procedures.

If the above option is taken, it is also possible to call the vocabulary editor immediately, to review
and, if necessary, edit the results before saving them for further application.
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On finally closing the LDA routine, the profiles of documents by words and topics, together with a
matrix of Mahalanobis D-squared distances between them, can optionally be saved for further
analysis.

10. Adapting to additional language conventions
HAMLET II for Windows is supplied with default configuration files to cover the lexical conventions of
major European languages. Should these prove unsuitable for a language or purpose not so far
considered, this section explains how the file is structured. Future releases of HAMLET II for
Windows may be accompanied by configuration files for further languages, taking account of the
experience and requirements reported by users.
To add new characters to those recognised by the existing language options, select the item Help |
Language options from the main HAMLET II menu (see above, p.4). When the language options
window is displayed, you can click on the Show characters button to display, and, if necessary,
amend the character set associated with the language code currently selected. On entering
previously unrecognised characters, you will be prompted to confirm their upper- and lower-case
forms, and, optionally, enter a mapping (into one or two existing characters) to determine their lexical
ordering to be applied to them, if this is different from the Windows default ordering. In the following
example, the character ‘ä’ is defined to be sorted as if it were ‘ae’ In this way, characters can be
assigned their correct lexical ordering, according to the conventions of the language selected.

HAMLET II joint frequencies and WORDLIST automatically offer similar opportunities to amend
the language conventions, on encountering unrecognised characters when reading a text.
-----------------------------------------It is also possible to define new language convention files, if the language required is not currently
available in HAMLET II. The following default file INTERNAT.WIN can serve as a model for creating
your own configuration files as necessary to suit the requirements of other languages. Note that blank
lines and those beginning with ";" or "*" are ignored by the program and can be therefore be used for
annotation. All amendments should, of course, be made using the Windows® character set, which is
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significantly different from that used by MS-DOS. If in doubt, you can use the utility (available from the
Tools | OEM to Ansi conversion menu item) to make sure that any text files to be read are
compatible with Windows.

;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;

INTERNAT.WIN - Sample Windows collating sequence
* NB In reading the following file, blank lines and comments
* (running from ";" or "*" to EOLN) are ignored *
This file may be edited to include any other characters which may
be required. Only the characters specified here will be used in
word searching routines in the HAMLET package for Windows.
Currently, two sections are defined, as detailed below:
Section headings may be enclosed by any pair of bracket characters.
[UPCASE]
This section contains all information needed for to convert characters
in language set to upper-case equivalents. It also creates a set of
characters which are used in other routines. Entries must consist of
pairs of characters, the upper-case form followed by the lower-case
equivalent. Numerals if they are to be recognised should also be
included here, as repeated pairs, as should any other valid characters
for which there is no normal upper-case equivalent in the printed
language.
[MAPPING]
The mapping section contains all character mappings significant for
the correct lexical ordering of lists of words in a given language.
Only special or accented characters need to be specified, since any
characters not specified will collate in the normal ASCII order.
The order of entries in this section is irrelevant.

[UPCASE]
00112233445566778899AaÄäÅåÁáÀàÂâBbCcÇçDdEeËëÉéÈèÊêFfGgHhIiÏïÍíÌìÎîJj
KkLlMmNnÑñOoÖöÓóÒòÔôPpQqRrSsßßTtUuÜüÚúÙùÛûVvWwXxYyYÿZz
**************************
* END OF UPCASE SECTION *
**************************
[MAPPING]
*******************************************************
* Mappings for correct ordering of European languages *
* Germanic
Ä=AE
Ö=OE
Ü=UE
ä=ae
ë=oe
ü=ue
ß=SS
* Other
É=EE
é=ee
è=ee
ê=ee
Ç=C
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ç=c
á=aa
à=aa
â=aa
û=uu
ô=oo
î=ii
ï=ii
Ñ=NN
ñ=nn
ù=uu
;**************************
;* Other example mappings *
;Å=A
;å=a
;Æ=AE
;æ=ae
;¢=C
;ë=e
;í=ii
;ì=ii
;ó=oo
;ò=oo
;ú=uu
;ù=uu
;ÿ=ye
;¥=Y

**************************
* END OF MAPPING SECTION *
**************************
***********************
* END OF INTERNAT.WIN *
***********************

------------------------------------------Having created a similar configuration file for a language not currently covered by HAMLET II for
Windows, for example, a file containing Polish language conventions, called POLISH.CFG, you
should first copy this to the directory in which the main HAMLET routines are installed (normally this
will be called C:\Program files\HAMLET II\ ).
Next, load the main HAMLET II program, select Help | Language options from the main menu, and
click the Edit button to enter the following window:
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___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Simply enter the relevant 2-character Windows language code together with the name of the newlycreated file containing the corresponding lexicographic conventions, and click on OK to add this code
to those already available. You can check the effect of a new file by again clicking on the Show
characters button, as described above.

11. Technical details
HAMLET II for Windows requires at least 25 Megabytes of space to install on a hard disk or similar
medium. All the necessary files are automatically installed in one main directory, as directed at the
time of installation. All temporary files are stored in the directory to which permission is assigned in
the current Windows setup for this purpose.
Language convention files with the extensions .win (or .cfg ), as described above (pp.54-56), must
be placed together with the file HAMLET.INI in the main installed directory.
Files with the following default extensions may be saved in the course of working with HAMLET, to
store the following program data and results:
.voc - vocabulary lists for use with HAMLET Joint Frequencies
.mat - matrix of co-occurrences of word pairs, from HAMLET Joint Frequencies used as input
to MINISSA, Cluster Analysis, or INDSCAL, also used to store arc-distances in analysis of
subject spaces, expressed as similarities. This must not be confused with Windows Office
access (.mat) format files.
.xpr - context profiles created by HAMLET Joint Frequencies and Latent Dirichlet Allocation for
use with Singular Value Decomposition(MDPREF) and Correspondence Analysis
.svd – results of Singular Value Decomposition (MDPREF)
.xpc - results of Correspondence Analysis
.ham - output listing from HAMLET Joint Frequencies
.txt - listing of word clusters identified by Cluster Analysis
.min – MINISSA output listing, accessed by SELECT to generate input to PINDIS
.stp -- ‘stoplist’ file used in association with WORDLIST, VOCEDIT and LDA
.ins – INDSCAL input file
.ind – INDSCAL output listing
.inp – PINDIS input file
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.pin – PINDIS output listing
.bmp, .jpg - Graphic files to store results displayed by MINISSA, PINDIS, Singular Value
Decomposition(MDPREF), Correspondence Analysis, INDSCAL and PROFILE
.lst - Word list file, generated by Wordlist or Compare
.kwc – Key-Word-In-Context listing
Note that, apart from .bmp and .jpg, these are only conventions, and may be varied to suit the
convenience of individual users should they conflict with file extensions already assigned to
other software in use on the machine on which HAMLET is installed.
Data can be imported from other sources into .xpr and .mat files for use in HAMLET II 3.0 by
clicking on the corresponding entries in the main File menu :
File | Import a matrix of text profiles
Enter the appropriate numbers of rows and columns and click Next to obtain an entry
spreadsheet as follows

Enter the appropriate row and column labels corresponding to the texts / context units
and the tokens included in their profiles.
Click on Read from File to load values in the appropriate order from a free format plain text file,
which may have been exported directly from another program, or created by cutting and pasting
from a file in another format. Alternatively, click on Edit to paste data direct from the Windows
Clipboard.
Click on Reset to clear the spreadsheet in case of error.
Click on Continue to close the spreadsheet window and save the file with an appropriate name
for use with Singular Value Decomposition(MDPREF) or Correspondence Analysis.
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File | Import a matrix of similarities
prompts for the number of variables to be entered. These are usually individual word tokens or
the equivalent of main entries in a HAMLET II *.voc file. The matrix is entered in lower-triangular
form without the leading diagonal which is not relevant to its later use in HAMLET II 3.0.

As when entering a matrix of text profiles, Read from File allows values to be loaded in the
appropriate order from a free format plain text file, which may have been exported from another
program, or created by cutting and pasting from a file in different format. Alternatively, data values
may be directly pasted from the Windows Clipboard.
Clicking on Reset clears the spreadsheet in case of error.
Click on Continue to close the spreadsheet window and save the matrix file with an appropriate
name for use with MINISSA, Cluster Analysis, PINDIS or INDSCAL.
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Mahalanobis D-squared, 14, 81
MAIR, P, 41,
MDPREF, see Singular value decomposition
Multidimensional Scaling, 5, 14, 16, 27 , 28, 31, 33, 40-69
MINISSA, 27, 40-42
MRSCAL, 43
Non-occurrences, see SOKAL
PINDIS, 5, 40, 47, 51- 64, 66-68, 78
PROFILE procedure, 5-6, 12-13
Punctuation, 17, 18, 24
-sentences, 13, 17
Sammon weighting, 42
Shepard diagram, 41, 45, 54
Singular value decomposition, 6, 33, 36-40, 73, 76-77
SOKAL coefficient, 15, 24, 65
-formula, 15
special characters, 6, 18
SPENCE, 27, 40, 45
Spence value, 27
STEYVERS/GRIFFITHS, 71, 72
Stop-lists, 5-7, 72
-editor, 5, 7, 72-73
Stress, 40, 44, 54
Stress value, 27, 41, 45
Subject spaces, 47, 49, 52, 56, 58, 59-60, 64, 68, 78
SUBJSTAT, see subject spaces
SVD, see Singular value decomposition
Synonyms, 4, 5, 16-17, 20
Text conventions, 18
Text profile, see PROFILE procedure
Upper- and lower-case letters, 16, 24
Utilities, 5, 6-14
VAN ECK/WALTMAN, 15, 24
variable-length contexts, 17
vocabulary, 4-5, 16-17, 20-25, 65
-editor, 5, 7, 16, 20, 23, 29, 66, 80
-list, 5-7, 14, 15-17, 19, 21-22, 24, 32, 42, 48, 53, 70, 71, 83
WELLER/ROMNEY, 33, 37
Wildcard, see character set
Within-cluster, 31
word clusters, 15, 27, 29
WORDLIST, 5, 6-9, 12
Wordlists, see WORDLIST

ANAVA, 64
ANSI, see character set
ASCII, see character set
Basic structure, 33
BBDIAM, 31-32, 79
Biplots, 37
BORG, 37, 53, 64
BRUSCO, 31, 79
Case-sensitive, 16, 24
Centroid, 47, 52, 55, 58-63
Character set, 6, 13, 18, 81-82
Circular standard deviation index, 64
Clustering, 15, 16, 28, 80
- hierarchical, 28, 29, 31, 41, 64
- non-hierarchical, 31-32, 40, 64
co-occurrence, 5, 15, 17, 47, 67, 68, 70, 84
collocation, 15, 17, 24, 47, 67, 73
compare two files, 5-6
compare vocabularies, 14
COMPARE procedure, 5–6, 9-10
Comparison of Wordlists, 6, 9, 10
Configurations, 5, 27, 31, 32, 43-47,
50-54, 56, 58, 60, 68
context units, 15, 16 ,17, 24, 26, 32-37, 40, 65, 72, 84
CONVERT utility, 6
Correspondence Analysis, 5, 16, 26, 27, 32-36, 65, 68,
69-70, 78, 84
COXON, 2, 15, 40, 64
Degenerate solutions, 40, 47, 67
DE LEEUW, 41
Dendrogram, 16, 26, 29-31
Disambiguation, 5, 16
Dissimilarities, 31
Eigenvalues, eigenvectors, 33, 36
Euclidean distances
- simple, 14, 52, 76
- weighted, 48
F-test, 64
Fixed-length contexts, 17
Frequencies, 4, 5, 8-11
-Individual, 14, 15
-Joint, 4, 5, 14-16, 25-28, 40-42, 47, 65, 68
-standardised, 14-15, 26, 41, 65
GOWER/HARDING, 19, 37
GREENACRE, 33, 69
GROENEN, 37, 41, 52, 64
HOMALS procedure, 33
Hyphen, 18
Hypothesis configuration, 55, 56, 58
Hypothetical configuration, 52, 58, 67
Importing data matrices, 4, 85-86
Individual configurations, 52, 53, 61
INDSCAL, 5, 40, 47-51
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